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Abstract

My research consists of site-specific projects that form relationships with locations through 
actions. The projects draw directly from the situations in which they are presented. I examine 
concepts such as being in the world, addressing the everyday, the role of the travelling 
artist, the artwork as object, and casualness, and feed off a combination of sources and 
methodologies. I may draw on disciplines such as interior design and architecture, but I apply 
them as only an artist would. Though very specific, I intend my art works to come across as 
open and casual gestures.

Through my work I explore whether context and situation can be just as informative and 
useful as materiality or supposed content of the work itself. Underpinning my process is a 
performative ethos. I investigate the way material interventions made in response to a site’s 
particular temporal, physical and geographical conditions can be a means of de-programming 
everyday behavior and experience. Where it goes from there has more to do with the poetics 
of movement and human relationships than with any formal analysis of space.

By following the example of art practices like Ceal Floyer’s and Gareth Moore’s I modify 
and subvert the orthodoxies of object-reliant practices and gallery-based works. My research 
furthers these ideas using every-day actions and materials in order to displace and challenge 
how contemporary art is exhibited, viewed, and archived. Through my work I seek to 
understand how to produce artwork that can be shown outside of and at the same time in 
conversation with a contemporary art context. I follow a similar approach in writing about my 
work in this document: I employ a casual and conversational way of talking about my practice 
as it develops over time.
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Often appropriating the materials and vernaculars of architecture, I create handmade, 
crudely constructed sculptural interventions that are simultaneously against and at one with 
a given environment. Drawing out both the physical and lyrical qualities of materials (usually 
mundane, practical materials such as concrete, textiles and ceramics), my work envisages an 
encounter, and foregrounds an action. It collapses and confuses the lines between process and 
product, doing and documentation. 



It was not possible to contact all copyright holders for 
illustrations used in this book. Rightful parties who have 
not been contacted are kindly requested to make this 
known to the publisher.
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Fig. 1: “Let the other thing in (Jack),” Fogo Island, 2012

Introduction

Casualness: it’s not about what it looks like it’s about what it does.

I have travelled to many cities during the course of writing this document. This reflects on 
my work in a particular way as it is intimately tied to moving through cityscapes. When I 
am in a new city, or a city I am familiar with, I will always look around at the common yet 
often overlooked aspects of its architecture, its weather, its residues, and absorb what I can. 
The works I make are both gatherings from and responses to a site, and its periphery. I relate 
to cities as objects, characters, and ambiences. As I interact with the small circumstances of a 
city, I elaborate on my casual observations and view this process as a dialogue. 

Similarly, when approaching an exhibition situation, I spend time looking at what is already 
going on within the space. I take note of material constraints and material functions. Is there 
light? What kind? How many windows are there and what can I see out of them? Is the floor 
interesting or do I have an adverse reaction to it? If so, do I want to work with that reaction? 
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I also approach the site with the information I have gathered in walking there. Did it rain? 
Was it crowded? Did I walk up a hill? Did I see something interesting and oddly specific 
littered on the street? Were there any colors that stood out? Did a song pop into my head? I 
note material constraints and material functions. These anecdotal gleanings also connect to 
an ongoing desire I have to leave the frame of the exhibition space — only to return to it and 
register it anew. For me this is less about positing an institutional critique than it is to do with 
locating an encounter with art in the specifics of a phenomenological relationship to the world 
and making forms to acknowledge this. 

How do you express a dialogue with a rock or puddle? Ever so aware of how geologies and 
social residues can be gleaned from materials, I do not wish to reiterate the observations 
I initially make but to convey something of the on-going relationship of the encounter; 
how simple things picked up on in the spaces around us can then unfold and resonate with 
different meanings over time. The works also become convertible, malleable and transportable; 
able to be resituated and constructed in new spaces where the original impetus between 
object, site and observer becomes altered and the information restructured to generate further 
conversations. It has become increasingly important for me to give priority to seeing the 
potential state embedded within something beforehand, and to keep this element active in the 
actual structure of the work. Both my work and its documentation reflect this emphasis on 
keeping things in process.

What follows in this document is a form of architecture in itself, built from being in dialogue 
with cities, people, other artists, and my own work. Though in keeping with my intention 
to elide the fixity of documentation, I have given myself license to explore writing methods 
that eschew the tonal values that generally govern academic prose. My approach is based 
on investigation and exploration rooted in conversation. My work bounces backwards and 
forwards between initial observations, the process of working, and the sites that I work in. 
My working methodology is immediate and responsive to events and people around me. 
Anything from a YouTube clip to a slogan on a drink bottle can become influences of the 
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final work. Drawing on poets I admire that work with an economy of words, such as Frank 
O’Hara, A.R. Ammons, Elizabeth Bishop and Joe Brainard, I have used the places I am 
visiting and subways I am riding as foundations for thinking and writing about my work. 
Frances Stark has also continued to be a model for my writing because of the way that she 
uses her own reactions and responses to scrutinise the world around her. Often writing in a 
semi-autobiographical ramble, Stark will write about life and being an artist while drawing 
the work of other artists and writers she has being impacted by into her texts. Written with 
wry humor and self-deprecating wit, Stark’s confessional manner of writing is inclusive and 
intimate. It is a type of anecdotal critique with which I share an affinity.

Taken as a whole, this dissertation is an attempt to explore a form of writing that seeks less 
to edify, persuade, or convince, than to convey a personal stance and an invitation to read my 
practice through my point of view. I shy away from speaking about big ideas and larger issues 
in definite terms. Instead, this dissertation has been written in the attempt to remain faithful 
in some way to the predominance of casualness, poetic inadvertency, and the wandering 
digressions of my art making. This is a willfully un-monumental piece of writing1: at the same 
time as I screen out a tendency to explicate, I shed obligations to the categorisations of art 
history. 

Although I relate to artists’ work from the past, such as those working under the defined 
movements of Land Art, Arte Povera and even Minimalism, I also keep looking to see 
what’s around me. I’m drawn to work that shares a certain attitude. I refer to this attitude 
as being casual. For me, being casual is keeping the work necessarily open: work that 
says that it’s happy without you, yet it’s better when you are paying attention. I also value 
casualness because it has enough space to ensure the work is transferable to other materials 
and situations, as well as to an audience. My work is not site-specific as much as it is site-
responsive, but even more so it is reactive while being dependently collaborative with its given 

1. I use the term “un-monumental” after the New Museum’s 2007 exhibition “Unmonumental: The Object in the 21st 
Century” curated by Richard Flood, Massimiliano Gioni and Laura Hoptman. The exhibition was a survey of recent 
sculpture and explored the re-emergence of sculptural assemblage.
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site. It’s this very same attitude that I am drawn to in the work of contemporary artists such as 
Gareth Moore, Jimmie Durham, Ceal Foyer and Saâdane Afif. These artists continue to work 
with a conversational, direct and at times even corroded relationship to the current art context 
as a way of forming a more personal engagement with the inevitable processes of historicising 
that art history provides, and the escalation the art market demands. The personal also 
forms part of my unmonumental stance in which humble beginnings, raw thought, and a 
rudimentary use of materials are in play. By unmonumental I also mean that the work stops 
short of becoming a highly developed, polished work of art—it encapsulates an immediacy of 
thought and action that also remains deliberately casual in its relation to critical discourse. 

The four chapters trace a timeline over the past four years of production and travel. I have used 
titles of previous works and exhibitions, as well as phrases collected during my studies to name 
and punctuate segments of the writing. Each chapter is indexed and coloured by the city in 
which it was written, or recalled. While each chapter may refer to time spent elsewhere, it is 
weighted to one location specifically. “Sidewalks” starts in New York. The “Writing towards 
and away from interior design” is based upon time spent on Fogo Island and in Auckland. “I’m 
so tired: casualness, digression, wandering” is located in Europe. “Fragility/Mobility” is back 
in New York. Travel plays a crucial role in the development of my projects. By deliberately 
remaining “a bit unstable,” through time difference, language, and new, foreign spaces, I am 
able to stay connected to my work. Itinerancy and nomadism keeps me looking and matches my 
poetics of wandering, shifting attentions and a constant readjustment to the specifics of a place.

At the start of the chapters and in between these sections of writing I have inserted 
photographs, which were almost all taken at the time of writing. These photographs are 
mostly of materials behaving in ways I find interesting and usually found in peripheral places. 
This combination of image and text has allowed me to incorporate looking, thinking, and 
writing in tandem. While I have included documentation of exhibitions and projects in the 
appendix, I have given priority to the quick snaps taken from my city walks, reflecting the 
curiosity that begins my working process. 
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This document, therefore, is not a traditionally discursive, analytical text. Instead it is 
digressive in tone and mobile in mood as it jumps between cities and projects, focusing on 
experiential content taken from daily interactions and discoveries. The writing parallels the 
way I make my art and serves as a document of the process of writing. ‘Conversational’ is 
the best description of my approach as an artist, allowing transience and the elusiveness 
of moments in time to dictate form, content and substance. Information is slowly revealed 
throughout the four chapters. In not revealing everything all at once, and by returning to 
points, I have presented murmurings and short walks around situations. By doing this I have 
created reflection for the context of my work. The following four chapters have contextualised 
my work within a general question that contemporary art exposes: how do you keep work 
thriving and involved with the unfolding moments in our daily lives and the importance of 
remaining unmonumental, keeping casual?
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Fig. 1: East 12th Street, corner of Avenue A. 

Sidewalks

The bag in a tree outside my bedroom on East 12th Street that I see every morning from my 
window. 

It was every day for about two weeks but now it is only sometimes that I have been 
photographing the plastic bag in the tree outside my window. The bag seems to be having 
the time of its life out there. Blowing about being cheeky, somehow flying past the rules and 
regulations of the city and the things around it. Not a bad idea or model for art in the world. 
Why stop short? Why not let it expand out and make up more of its own rules instead of 
fitting into the narrow space of its more familiar placement?  

The Artist’s Institute in New York City is a small space curated and run by curator and 
writer Anthony Huberman in conjunction with Hunter College. Located in a modest, 
basement-level, single-room space on Eldridge Street, it has an untraditional and informal 
feel to it. Rather than having typical exhibition periods, The Artist’s Institute has ‘seasons’, 
a six-month stretch of time dedicated to working with a single artist. Typically, each season 
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consists of three different installations by the artist in the space, as well as a series of events 
that correspond with the developing work. A month or so ago1 I watched the Rainer Werner 
Fassbinder movie In A Year With Thirteen Moons at The Artist’s Institute, selected by the 
featured artist, Rosemarie Trockel. She chose it because she saw it as an important film for 
her development and progress as an artist.2 In the film, the transgendered figure of Elvira 
describes a fraught space of violence and changing personae. 

Hosted by Fionn Meade, the film and its influence were discussed with guest Polly Hertling, 
creating an experience where an exhibition of an artist’s work was extended as part of a larger, 
ongoing conversation. The experience of the ‘season’ developed as a full program of talks, 
performances, showings and reading groups. It was something like reading a book on, by, and 
to some extent, with, the artist. It became a temporal experience, drawn out over time, which 
allowed me to put the ‘book’ down, think about it, And return to it if I wished.3

In his 2007 polemic “I (Not) Love Information”4 Anthony Huberman wrote, “Now more 
so than ever: the efficiency, quantity and immediacy of information and information-
systems has placed art and the artistic gesture at risk of being identified, categorized, 
digested, cannibalized and made into information before it has a chance to begin being art. 

1. It was April 28, 2012, in New York at the time of writing this entry in to my Sidewalk chapter and also around this 
time that I saw the Fassbinder movie.

2. Rainer Werner Fassbinder, In a Year With Thirteen Moons, 1978, 124 minutes. Written and filmed in the direct 
aftermath of Armin Meier’s suicide (Fassbinder’s longtime lover), In a Year With Thirteen Moons tells the harrowing 
story of Elvira, a transgender orphan seeking origins and to have her love returned. Exploiting the tropes of 
melodrama, Fassbinder’s heroine suffers through a stark, sometimes brutal interrogation of the nature of subjectivity 
and societal boundaries. Framed through endless doorways, oblique angles, and mirrors that fragment and distort 
Elvira’s image, there is no exit from Fassbinder’s exacting and baroque mise en scène.

3. Other events included the Director of Kunsthalle Zürich, Beatrix Ruf, talking about her 2010 exhibition with 
Trockel where she showed Trockel’s film Untitled (Wollfilm), 1992, and science writer and theorist Dorion Sagan 
speaking about animal perception, the talk building on the work of Jakob von Uexküll, a nineteenth-century 
biologist from Estonia.

4. Huberman, Anthony. “I (Not Love) Information.” Afterall. Accessed March 7, 2012. www.afterall.org/journal/
issue.16/i.not.love.information.
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Curiosity is being castrated by information.” It is fascinating to think about the push for art 
to be understood ‘efficiently’ and how it’s possibly not useful for the work or our personal 
processing and understanding of contemporary art. It’s a decent challenge—this risk/threat 
of information ripping around the artwork so quickly that it stops the art short of fully 
developing into what it could become. Many press releases and detailed curatorial statements 
intended to help clarify things end up telling the art work and us what it is before it’s had a 
chance to exist as what it is for itself, or us for it. Is there a better way to look and think about 
art that involves slowing things down? Or speaking about art works differently? In less fixed 
terms; or in more fixed terms, but less of them?

Through this ‘season’, with its sideways, expanded and deeper discussion of the work, I felt I 
was given space, with the support of others and the work itself, to gain an understanding of 
Trockel’s ideas in a way that I didn’t have access to previously. 

I feel annoyed and somewhat controlled by the routine of press-release-exhibition-opening-
maybe-an-artist’s-talk-finishing-with-the-exhibition-ending-on-a-Saturday-afternoon-about-
four-weeks-after-it-opened. Instead, I want to ponder a slower, less rote way of how I show my 
own work in the spaces that I make it for. 

My friend Shelby spotted a poster in The Strand Bookstore for a reading by Patti Smith the 
following day for her new book Woolgathering.

The day after Shelby spotted the poster, I went and bought two books so my friend Garth and 
I could go. Tickets were not available but purchasing the book acted as a ticket with which 
you could guarantee yourself a spot. Garth had just arrived from Berlin for a three-week visit. 
He had only been in the city an hour when we started walking over to Broadway to line up 
outside the bookstore. On the corner of 9th and Broadway, outside the big church there, I saw 
a woman with a black woollen hat and a homeless guy talking. She started to walk off and I 
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heard the guy ask her what her name was. She turned around and said, “It’s Patti.”

I was feeling excited. We positioned ourselves in the center of the upstairs room, at the 
back but directly in front of the microphone where we figured she would be speaking. We 
quickly discovered Patti was reading to the right of the stage, behind a bigger-than-normal 
support-beam in the middle of the room. We could only see her if she moved around and got 
animated. Garth sat on the floor and fell asleep. I tried to perch on bookshelf behind me, but 
it was painful to hold my new position ‘naturally’ so I stood and watched others watching 
Patti read and chat. 

And I said I did these seven drawings, and he said Picasso did seven drawings before 
he had a cup of coffee every day, and I was like ‘get to work.’ I dunno. But working and 
developing discipline and a love of the process without thinking whether or not you’re 
going to win a prize for it or people are going to love it or you’re going to get a show—
just work first for the pleasure of working and for the honor of having been touched by 
the muse or by God or whatever. That you can actually do this work ‘cos we are, if you 
want me to truthfully say any more, we are in a time, more than any other time I’ve ever 
seen before in my life time, where the cult of fame and celebrity is so high that people 
forget what they are working for.

You are working to do something great. Something that will, you know, send this town 
on its ear, something that will change the world, something that will inspire and incite. 
And if you get accolades or get anything else that’s great, that’s not what you’re working 
for, and if you live in obscurity for quite a while but you believe in what you are doing, 
and you feel joy because you are doing it and therefore are special, you’ll be fine.”

(Patti Smith, The Strand Bookstore, New York City, February 27, 2012.)
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Fig. 2: Grand Street, Brooklyn, 2012.

Grand Street

I won’t catch a train if I can walk. I don’t like the waiting involved with public transport, 
and if the destination is around the East/West Village or somewhere south then walking 
seems like a nicer idea. This is no problem—I enjoy it. On the other hand, I absolutely resent 
the walk to my studio along Grand Street from the subway stop. I don’t respond well to the 
industrial feeling of the street and the head-in-one-straight-long-line aspect can be incredibly 
dull. It’s boring to repeatedly walk on what feels like an aggressive strip of road. I also don’t 
like seeing a hip young thing walking towards me and wondering if they are a part of the 
ISCP program.5 Usually the strip is populated with mechanics and school kids. It is a short, 
ten-minute walk and I dread it; it keeps me away from the studio some days. 

This strip of road is charmless, save for a small section of pavement in front of a corrugated 
iron fence. At this point, it’s all fucked up—in a good way. There is excitement and action 

5. The International Studio and Curatorial Program (ISCP) is a residency programme based in Brooklyn, New York 
that I attended from the 1 February, 2012 – 31 May, 2012.
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in this section. Several stages of paving (from the very old to some recent patching), asphalt, 
and a small section of grass mark out spaces around some yellow road paint that makes no 
sense anymore and only delineates a weird abstract area. Why is this part of the footpath so 
dilapidated when the rest of the strip is a well-maintained stretch of Brooklyn sidewalk? Who 
is obligated to care for it? Is it the owners of the building? The leaseholder? What if a sofa 
was also dumped there? Who would remove it? Whoever does own or is responsible for this 
three-by-two-metre section doesn’t seem too invested in it—but this is refreshing in a fast-
developing section of Bushwick where gentrification is on the up. 

Embracing my vision for pavement interventions, I realise it’s the small things that I find 
motivating: small things that provide ways forward to think about working in these types of 
spaces. The debris, bits of rubbish, sticks, gum and concrete impressions left on pavements 
are extraordinary things. They are markers of time and traces of lives. For example, take a 
merging of foil and small stone aggregate. Is this not as sophisticated as the work of Matt 
Hoyt in the Whitney Biennial6 who, according to the museum wall text, spends years and 
years on one small piece ? Hoyt’s small organic items on the shelf sit there partly as bits and 
pieces you feel like you have seen before, and partly as unresolved things that don’t quite make 
sense. I can imagine Hoyt living with them in his everyday environment and making small 
and subtle changes over the course of several years. I can see the charm of his work for sure. 
But compared to little sidewalk sculptures on pavements, which are largely the result of cause 
and effect, I spend far more time analysing them and feeling the impact of their mysterious 
existence than I do thinking about a small object on a painted white shelf with a name to the 
right-hand side of it in a museum.

6. Whitney Biennial 2012, curated by Elisabeth Sussman and Jay Sanders. Accessed June 16, 2012. http://whitney.org/
Exhibitions/2012Biennial/MattHoyt.
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Fig. 3: Foil on ground, West Village, New York, 2012.

Casual

In my second week in New York, my friend Martha was saying she had read that one of the 
most exhausting activities a person can do is mingle or casually socialise. There is so much 
mediation involved in trying to read the signs, voice tone, and body movements of another 
person that it takes more out of you than most other things. I thought about this the other 
day when I was going to meet Lauren and wondering if my walking down a street was the 
equivalent of social mingling. As an antidote to the exhaustion I feel every day here, I decided 
to keep my head down for the 40-minute walk and stop looking. It worked and I felt a lot 
more energetic and fresh when I arrived. 

Picking up pennies

Is picking up pennies good luck? I heard once that it was but it depends on whether or not it 
was heads or tails. I need all the luck I can get so I’m picking them up constantly as I walk 
about. Subways, streets, doorways, bedroom floors… I put them in my pocket and think to 
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myself, I must remember to write where I found it on the small copper face. The furthest I 
have gotten with this is writing on one I found on my friend Drew’s floor.7 He had a special 
pencil called a China Stick that did the trick, but after writing on the coin, I left it back in the 
room where I found it because I was scared the lettering would rub off. So many intentions; so 
hard to follow through. I suppose this is why I come back to walking. It is, perhaps, a kind of 
complete action much like beer is a complete food. Walking is exercise; it’s restful, clarifying, 
practical, relaxing, versatile. You can eat when you walk, talk when you walk, pray when you 
walk, breathe when you walk, and touch someone else when you walk. It’s also exposure to the 
world in a very simple way; you can learn small and large things. It’s got many components 
that are close to making it a kind of perfect activity.

I cross the road all the time

At the moment, on most days, there is a sunny side and a shady side to the street. I cross the 
street depending on how cold it is, but often I try to walk on the shady side because of my 
fair skin, disliking sunburn as well as the way I look with a tan. The wind stings my face8 and 
my eyes water on the shady side of the street, but unless you are walking away from the light, 
the sun can be blinding, so much so that I won’t be able to read the map on my phone to see 
where I’m going.9 But I like looking, and I also think it’s responsible to see and know where 
one is heading and who is around at almost all times. Not that I venture into unsafe places, 
but in my lifetime I have been pick-pocketed three times, chased once, and yelled at more 
times that I can count. 

7. On 18 April, 2012.

8. The time of writing this was March 2012 and winter in New York.

9. Smartphones and maps on phones have changed how we walk and navigate to our destination; they also offer 
distractions along the way. Because of smartphones I am able to leave the house without having to look up where 
I am going. I rely on the fact that I can look it up on my way. And I can check my e-mail or the weather or other 
things while I am out walking. It’s a big shift compared to when I was 20 years old and walking around Galway, 
Ireland, with a map discreetly tucked up my hoodie sleeve looking for street names and trying to remember left 
turns.
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Fig. 4: Washing the cotton fabric curtain used in “Crawl out your window”  
in a local river, Worpswede, Germany, 2010.

I’m so ready

I was eating some Mexican food in the East Village on a Sunday afternoon when Louise from 
the Auckland Art Gallery phoned. I took the call outside—there were masses of blossoms 
around. Springtime in the East Village had quite a different meaning for me than it did at 
home. Spending most of my life in New Zealand, I was used to seeing daffodils in September, 
and living in Auckland for years, it was generally only the new green buds on oak trees lining 
the streets that signalled a new season. It was March or April in the Village, and it was cold 
and bright. Something I love about cities with four proper seasons is that when the sun comes 
out and the days get longer you can see a difference in everyone’s faces. 

So, it was on Avenue A that I heard I had been nominated for the Walters Prize in New 
Zealand. The nominated project, “Crawl out your window” was made during a German 
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summer in Bremen, 2010, at the Gesellschaft für Aktuelle Kunst (GAK).10 Because I needed 
four weeks to create and install the work, I was accommodated at a residency just outside of 
Bremen in Worpswede. Worpswede, where I would spend the next few months, is flat. There 
is a small hill that villagers would ski but to me it appeared as a gentle slope in the middle of 
horizontal pastoral land. 

While in Worpswede, I watched almost all the seasons of The Wire. I drank German beer 
in my studio where I kept the curtains closed because of the window’s proximity to the 
communal clothesline.

I felt insecure being by myself in what had essentially become a retirement community 
in Lower Saxony.11 I even feared buying cheese because I didn’t know how to ask for it 
in German. But I think all that was carried into my project and the instability became a 
useful tool for working. Jimmie Durham says that “security and self-satisfaction lead to 
the grave,”12 and I often feel that this statement is far more fundamental than I am usually 
willing to admit. I sometimes wonder if by trying to get more control by thinking more 
about something, by paying more attention to it, it becomes more likely that it will dry up 
and shrivel into a straight, boring, and cautious lump of what it could have been. I sometimes 
think my thinking doesn’t help anything.

But I know doing things helps me work, and that’s where the project started with my catching 
a plane to Frankfurt and making sketches on the trip to get there. And I did things. I talked 

10. Gesellschaft für Aktuelle Kunst (GAK) was founded in 1980 as a Kunstverein, and is located in a former coffee-
roasting facility at Bremen’s city centre on the River Weser in northern Germany. 

11. Worpswede used to be a thriving artist colony at the turn of the 19th century and host to artists such as Paula 
Modersohn Becker, Rainer Maria Rilke, Clara Westhoff and Heinrich Vogeler who designed and built the railway 
station in 1910. Accessed 7 April, 2014 http://www.kuenstlerhaeuser-worpswede.de/khw/en/.

12. Fondazione Antonio Ratti. “X Advanced Course in Visual Arts – Jimmie Durham.” Accessed May 27, 2014. http://
www.fondazioneratti.org/CSAV/2004/advanced-course-in-visual-arts. 
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and I walked and I listened to songs that comforted me,13 and I asked for things to be done for 
me, such as sewing the world’s biggest cotton picnic blanket.14 

I took a mass of fabric with me on the bus back to Worpswede in a large blue Ikea bag and 
decided not to do anything but live with it for as long as possible before I had to take it back 
in to the GAK. My project started as a substantial amount of thin gauzy cotton laid out in the 
garden where my neighbors ate on it, took it swimming in the peat-drenched river close by, 
and left it out in the rain to wash away some stains; then the living and staining would start 
over. 

“Crawl out your window” installation view, Bremen, 2010.

It was an embarrassing moment when I brought the fabric back to the GAK, covered in 
grass and bits of rotting organic matter, unveiling it to the curator Janneke de Vries and the 
technicians who were going to help me hang it. I wondered if they thought, “is she for real? 
Did we bring her all this way to show us some dirty fabric?” I often wonder if the level of my 

13. By Nina Simone, The Raincoats, Nirvana, and The Bangles, among others.

14. It’s not officially the world’s biggest picnic blanket, but I want to say I think there’s a good a good chance it is! It’s 
around 35 metres long. It feels very big when you’re sitting on it. 
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embarrassment is a good indication of positive things happening in the work. Often the more 
discomfort I have making the work, the better it turns out in the end. I think this is because it 
moves swiftly out of my control, into new places I have yet to learn about. Janneke did not say 
much. The smell, which was almost a stench, didn’t help my case. I assured them it would only 
take a small amount of airing out and that I was eager to see it hung. When in doubt (which 
I was and they clearly were) I always try to exude conviction and assurance. In reality, I was 
nervous—no, petrified. I had flown from New Zealand and did not know a soul in Bremen. 
There was no moral back-up for me, I just had to stand there beside my fabric and hope for the 
best. 

It remained a precarious element in the exhibition, but it was fresh and had a sense of the past 
and time spent with people. The cotton felt like it had been doing something before it landed 
itself in my exhibition, and this was perfect. It was a vague form of social documentation, 
tracking—through stains—my time spent in the most ordinary of activities. The cement ramp 
and yellow corridor I installed both relied heavily on the total rawness of the cotton piece; the 
exhibition would not have worked in nearly the same ways without it. 

In “Crawl out your window” you had to walk over an expansive cement ramp to enter the 
backroom where my carpet work, I’m so ready, was installed.15 It’s not often that one wanders 
around an art gallery on a slope, yet we navigate slopes on a daily basis when we walk the 
streets of the outside world. My indoor cement ramp was imprinted with marks from hands, 
feet, sneakers, trowels, rope and car tyres. Embedded into the cement were bottle caps, 
found stones and exquisite crystals. I wanted to speak to an experience of daily living without 
making any great claim to change anything. My work doesn’t invent anything. It simply 
ghosts or mimics the things I absorb and notice around me. 

15. I chose the words I’m so ready partly because I was making fun of myself and my first solo institutional exhibition 
in Europe, and I had doubts if I was prepared for that situation. But I also chose this phrase because I was trying to 
decide between I’m so ready and I’m so tired, and Janneke pointed out that in German, I’m so tired means that you are 
tired. On the other hand, I’m so ready in German has two meanings: it means that you are very ready to go, but also 
that you are totally wasted and not at all ready for anything. 
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Affirmation of a song playing in a bar

The first time I was in Brussels, I became friends with Jürgen Ots. Born in Belgium, Ots was 
an artist in the 2008 Brussels Biennial. He was very tall, and wore red pants with his shirt 
collar up, which made him look a bit like Dracula. At some point he was telling me about a 
fight he had had with his boyfriend Florian and how there was “really, really heavy scenery” 
because of some dramatic detail I can’t quite remember. This is still in my mind five years 
later because of the switch from how I would say it in English: Scene versus scenery. The slight 
difference is jolting. It is fitting, but not correct in standard sense. It is saying something in 
a fresh and unusual way because it’s unexpected. Perhaps everything just needs that little 
twist—art and otherwise—to catch our attention. 

Arriving in Brussels after finishing my installation of “Crawl out your window” in Auckland, 
with bloodshot eyes and around 36 kgs of luggage (including rocks, outfits for four seasons, 
and a very hazy notion of what a day would consist of after spending three weeks installing at 
the Auckland Art Gallery),16 I did not want to engage with anything much at all. Attempting 
to live out advice from my father who always tells me to “make decisions based on who you 
want to be,” I tried to land with a sense of not wanting to waste time, and a belief that I can 
do things because I have decided to do them, not because I am prepared or actually feel ready. 

When I turned up at a bar a few hours later to meet Jürgen, the DJ played “Pink Frost” by The 
Chills as soon as I sat down.17 The power of music in a public situation never ceases to amaze 
me. Hearing a familiar song that I’ve listened to since I was fourteen really threw me; it felt 

16. The Walters Prize, Auckland Art Gallery, 4 August – 11 November 2012. To re-make that exhibition in Auckland 
was a matter of not thinking about how to re-do the original version in Bremen, but of accessing what elements were 
crucial and still interesting, and of finding ways to transpose them to the new location. The pieces were to carry a 
memory of their original manifestation but the new work had to be very different. Of course it had to be—there was 
no tidal river, no Lawrence Weiner mural on the outside of the building, no picturesque view of a German town 
out the windows. The specifics of a site—the difficulties, limits, awkwardness, and the particulars that guide one’s 
experience of a space—these are the real contents that make up the work. 

17. Chills, The. Pink Frost. The Chills. 1984. Flying Nun Records. (Vinyl, 7”, single). 
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incredibly affirming. I often think a great thing to do would be to make a playlist of all the 
songs you hear in public on a certain trip or over a set amount of time, songs that you hear as 
you walk past a café, or hear in stores or resturants.  

Fig. 5: Graffiti, East Village, New York, 2012. 

Halloween and the New York Marathon

Late last year I was walking to catch a train out to JFK. One block up from Houston and 
two blocks from Washington Square Park, I stayed at a friend’s place on Bleecker Street. 
Halloween happened and my door stayed closed. There is a massive parade that heads to 
Greenwich Village every year where thousands (so I’m told) of people dress up and party. I 
heard the sirens, the cheering, and I could only imagine the excitement. The windows in my 
friend Jane’s apartment didn’t fully shut so sound crept in and raided my home space. Events 
or big deals are not my thing, not really on any scale. Group excitement makes me weak and 
nervous. I didn’t leave the house because I don’t feel calm around yelling and extreme joy. I 
ran a bath, put on a face-mask, and played my playlist of soulful female singers that helps me 
feel grounded. The wrong type of New York time can leave me exhausted and jaded. There is 
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a huge forceful ball of power that rolls around that city on a normal day and leaves me feeling, 
well, worn-out. From what I could tell from the noise and vivacity that filled the apartment, if 
you weren’t in the right mood then Bleecker Street probably wasn’t the place to be.

In his perceptive and at times humorous essay, Here is New York, written in 1948, E.B. White 
says that there are three kinds of people living in New York: 

There are roughly three New Yorks. There is, first, the New York of the man or woman 
who was born here, who takes the city for granted and accepts its size and its turbulence 
as natural and inevitable. Second, there is the New York of the commuter—the city that 
is devoured by locusts each day and spat out each night. Third, there is the New York of 
the person who was born somewhere else and came to New York in quest of something. 
Of these three trembling cities the greatest is the last—the city of final destination, 
the city that is a goal. It is this third city that accounts for New York’s high-strung 
disposition, its poetical deportment, its dedication to the arts, and its incomparable 
achievements. Commuters give the city its tidal restlessness; natives give it solidity and 
continuity; but the settlers give it passion.18

The idea of being in quest of something rings loud for me, although exactly what I am seeking 
is not clear to me yet. Often, when I am asked, why New York? I reply with thoughts on how 
I enjoy privacy and that I like my own space. As supportive and significant that Auckland was 
for me, I delight in walking about on a daily basis in New York never seeing anyone I know. 
I relax and I have surplus energy. I have time, space to process thoughts and feel undone, and 
get surprised. E.B. White says that “No one should come to New York to live unless he is 
willing to be lucky,” and I intuitively feel that exact thing. White goes on to write, “New York 
blends the gift of privacy with the excitement of participation; and better than most dense 
communities it succeeds in insulating the individual (if he wants it, and almost everybody 
wants or needs it)…”. Here, I am able to spend almost all of my time just looking. I am an 

18. White, E. B.; Angell, Roger. Here is New York. New York: Little Bookroom, 1999.  
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outsider and this city doesn’t want or ask for anything from me. 

Much in the same way that White wrote his essay from his hotel room in Midtown during 
an incredibly hot summer, the poet Frank O’Hara used the backdrop of avenues, bars and 
friendships for writing. His poems, full of names and places and events, are ledgers for the 
tallying up of his everyday experiences. O’Hara derived his casual poetic style from ‘lived-in’ 
situations. He believed that poetry is happening all the time, and that an awareness of this 
is likely to be more exciting and liberating than whatever a single poem might tell us. So he 
wrote a lot, and frequently, and seemingly with ease:

If you write ninety poems in the course of a few months, you probably mean something 
different by the word ‘poem’ from what most people mean. O’Hara didn’t introspect or 
recollect much. His poems lacked the formal appliqué of rhyme and meter, and, where 
most poets deposited words with an eyedropper, O’Hara sprayed them through a fire 
hose.19

His poems have a feeling of real time spent following an appetite for ordinary details, 
observed with great alertness during his walks around Manhattan. It is O’Hara’s attention 
to simple details in amongst his piercing observations that make the poems so satisfying. 
Likewise, when I walk outside, I am not looking for a magnificent view or to be wowed. 
I hunt for certain things that catch my eye like potholes in the road, or chewing gum at a 
cross walk; things that show signs of living and aging. It’s these spaces and gaps outside the 
traditional framework of galleries, and away from parks with public sculptures, that I want to 
collaborate with in my work.  

So, when I was leaving for JFK, and it was the day of the New York Marathon, which is not 
that long after Halloween, it felt like I got to walk down the street to my own soundtrack. 

19. Chiasson, Dan. “Fast Company: The World of Frank O’Hara.” The New Yorker. Accessed May 19, 2014. http://www.
newyorker.com/arts/critics/books/2008/04/07/080407crbo_books_chiasson.
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Few cars were around and the gigantic autumun leaves all blew around me. I slowly dragged 
my suitcase down the street, and I wasn’t in anyone’s way, because along with almost all of the 
cars, the people had cleared out. These morning hours were silent. Futhermore, I find taking 
public transport to the airport incredibly empowering, yet I’m not sure why. Maybe because 
I’m used to Auckland where it’s incredibly ineffective or perhaps because I am tackling 
something head-on instead of taking a taxi; far easier but less satisfying. Either way, at times 
I delight in public transport, and on this chilly morning in early November, the journey was 
particulary memorable. 

Fig. 6: Worn paint in a road marking, New York, 2012.
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Fig. 1: Bananas left outside my apartment by the neighbor.

Writing towards and away from interior design

I grew up around clay and kilns. The house I was raised in at Bethells Beach was part of an 
old pottery studio used by New Zealand potters such as Warren Tippet, Don Binney, and Jeff 
Scholes.1 My parents moved there in the 1970s and transformed it into a family home, adding 
a lot of demolition materials to the existing barn-like structure. My father used to pot and, as 
a kid, I remember walking though the bush on our property finding unsuccessful vases and 
bowls he had thrown down the bank, filled with soil and tea tree leaves.

The art I make uses materials in a plain, simple, accessible, and ordinary way. Though what 
I do with these materials is not always completely straightforward. I work with clay in a very 
elementary way in order to create my rocks and wind chimes. I have long been interested in 
the poetics of curtain drapery and fabrics on a domestic or commercial scale; so I make fabric 
hang down in front of windows, tampering with light and creating privacies. The carpet I 

1.  E-mail from my father, Stuart Newby, on the May 22, 2014, in response to my enquiring who worked on the 
property I grew up on at Bethells Beach: “Re Bethells: Initially the place was set up as a sort of artist commune... 
Don Binney, Maurice Shadbolt, Jeff Scholes and other artists and musicians. Then Warren Tippet arrived with Paul 
Tobin from Colville in the Coromandel. The potters where traditional Hamada–Leach followers and built wonderful 
traditional kilns where the garage is now. The whole house down stairs was workshops for potters, artists, leather 
workers and instrument makers.” 
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use is walked on, gathering footprints and grime. I prefer wool carpets because it’s a natural 
material, not too far removed from its natural state. I am enthusiastic about anything that can 
be walked over as the materials can be seen aging within the artwork. Carpets also seem a bit 
aggressive in how they insist that you walk on them. One of my first carpet works was at Te 
Tuhi Centre for the Arts where I rolled a fourteen-metre-long blue carpet down the hallway 
between galleries. You couldn’t easily step around the carpet because it took up almost all of 
the space. On it I painted the words “Loads of difficult” in red house paint. The color and size 
and position all worked together to say something big, but simple. I try to slightly displace my 
forms when I show them as part of a project, or gallery exhibition. I sometimes think of this 
displacement as a tweak or little twist that gives a fresh start to things. It’s like the difference 
between Jürgen’s scene and scenery. It’s also about making work feed directly back into lived 
time and space, because it joins the conversation of what we do in our everyday life and in 
everyday spaces. 

Auckland, April 2013

My “What a day.” exhibition at Hopkinson Mossman happened around the interior edges 
of the building. Ceramic bells were hung high in the stairwell. A wind chime in front of the 
kitchen window caught the cold, sporadic winter light with the very green Mt. Eden outside 
in the distance. Then in the far side of the gallery space, a low pine platform had three quilts 
laid out on top. The middle room was left completely empty. 

The wood used to make the platform remained wet throughout the exhibition; I did not 
anticipate this. The sheets of pine had been sitting in a timber yard for what had been one of 
the rainiest Mays on record for Auckland—reaching almost 250% of normal. Despite hiring 
an industrial de-humidifier and pulling litres of water from the air for a week, the wood was, 
and remained, totally soaked. As a result, a fresh timber–sauna smell filled the gallery that did 
not match the on-going cold temperatures in the gallery. Sadly, for the work, the rooms of the
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Fig. 2: “What a day.” installation view, Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland, 2013.

gallery proved inhospitable for the quilts and fabric works. We put invisible sheets of plastic 
under them on the pine platform to try to contain the dampness seeping into the fabric. The 
quilts were taken off every evening to recover and placed back in position in the morning.

It was like you had walked into a dysfunctional space. I say dysfunctional because I don’t 
think that it really worked. The chilliness of May and June and the ongoing rain combined 
with the lack of sun made the quilts and wood feel unfriendly, which was incongruous with 
my intentions. The quilts, ceramic rocks and chimes were all made in the Cull House on 
Fogo Island. The ceilings of the Cull House were under six-feet high and the doorways even 
lower. I’d set up my workbench in the kitchen because the studio was a fifteen- to twenty-
minute walk away and there were 100-knot winds and minus-twenty-degree days, all factors 
that made it far more comforting to work from home. Plus, there was no running water in 
the studio, and while the exercise was good for me – walking like a crab sideways so I wasn’t 
blown off my walkway – I was much happier at home. The kitchen was right next to the 
lounge where there was a wood stove that heated the whole house. I’d lie out my clay works 
and dyed fabrics so they could bask in the warmth of the flames and dry faster. So, the making 
was cozy. The exhibition was not. It was a cold, white gallery. It got me thinking about the 
spaces we artists put our work in. It’s never been to my advantage to have a ‘cleared out space’, 
which most galleries and museums provide. My work thrives off real-time conversations with 
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other stuff and things and people and bustle. Perhaps the work felt abandoned in Hopkinson 
Mossman.2 It was left there to create an atmosphere that it couldn’t complete on its own. It 
needed something else. Like my apartment. Or a house.

I want my work to feel as if it has a life outside of the room it’s in. Perhaps that’s like thinking 
of one of my projects as a pair of worn shoes left outside the house: you know they’re there 
by the door, laces undone, and that someone might come along, put them on and walk off in 
them. The image seems about right for the art I make.

It’s a good time here, but it’s better down the road.3

‘Everyday spaces’ means spaces tailored for living; spaces marked and personalised according 
to individual necessities. Necessities such as different amounts of light, varying degrees of 
privacy, and openness. Small events that connect to personality and preference. This is what 
interior design means for my practice. It’s not really about types of fabric used for curtains, 
or locally made, color-coded, niche homeware products—though this could all be very 
interesting and not entirely unrelated to what I sometimes think about. My primary concern, 
however, is with addressing the idea of the necessary, and how the necessary may facilitate a 
way of being in the world. 

Contrary to the preoccupations of commercial interior designers, my interest is directed to 
something almost primal and rudimentary; something which allows me to immerse myself 

2.  I personify my work here: It FEELS. It’s lonely. It’s abandoned. I need to mention Jane Bennett’s Vibrant Matter. 
Bennett puts forward a radical conception of materialism and matter, with implications for politics, ecology and 
the everyday ways we think of others, our world and ourselves. She dismantles the gap between subject and object, 
showing how worms, a dead rat, or a gunshot residue sample can all be ‘actants’: they have the capacity to “animate, 
to act, to produce effects dramatic and subtle.” So, objects are alive because of their capacities to make differences 
in the world, to shape the web of all the interrelationships of which they are a part. Accessed May 27, 2014. http://
cultivatingalternatives.com/2013/11/28/summary-vibrant-matter-by-jane-bennett/. 

3.  Lightnin’ Hopkins, “Good Times here, Better Down the Road”, first recorded in 1969 for Tomato Records. 
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in the idea of ‘being at home’, ‘being sheltered’, ‘entering a room’ or ‘being in the communal 
space’. At the same time, my altered spaces become sites, platforms, or stages for possible 
events. Such anticipated events may be small and seemingly trivial, part of an apparently 
uneventful period spent in my working gallery and off-site locations.

During my installation at the GAK in Bremen, I was unnerved about the brief amount of 
time the audience would spend with the work. Often people would walk into the long room, 
see the ramp and walk out again. To combat this brevity and to offer a way of spending 
further time in the space, I organised an event called “My Blues Song” instead of holding a 
traditional artist’s talk. 

I arranged benches for seating on the cement ramp so they faced in towards each other. I took 
my cue from Sacred Harp music, a type of music from the Southern United States that is 
sung a cappella. There is no single leader and each section of singers faces each other. Sacred 
Harp singers view their tradition as a participatory one, not a passive one. Those who gather 
for singing do so for themselves, for each other, and not for an audience. Most strikingly, the 
singing does not happen in churches but in special gatherings, often in a forest or outdoor 
area, with up to a thousand participants at times. 

I first encountered a Sacred Harp song years ago on an old record of Alan Lomax recordings 
called Songs of the South. These are some of the first field recordings ever made in the South 
and feature baptism scenes, instrumentals and stories sung and told. The record contains a 
song called “Windham” by the Alabama Scared Harp Singers. Starting with just a few voices, 
seconds later they’re joined by what sounds like hundreds and hundreds of additional ones. I 
had never heard anything like it and still haven’t.

I collected what I could from local record stores, borrowed a record player, spent some time 
listening to what I had, and then made a play list for “My Blues Song”. Included were artists 
like Leadbelly, Lightnin’ Hopkins, and Bessie Smith—not to mention some Sacred Harp 
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songs. For my evening, we sat facing one another and I talked about how the music related to 
the work. I’d play a song, then talk about why I thought it was interesting to hear. The lyrics 
of much early folk blues are simple and direct. The words are not cryptic and the songs were 
meant to be shared. How many people have sung “Baby, Please Don’t Go”? Do you know who 
wrote it? I don’t, but I know the song almost word for word from listening to countless people 
cover it. Ownership of the material wasn’t emphasised. The music was about time spent, and 
that’s what we did that evening. 

I often think that making art installations is not dissimilar to setting up an apartment, or 
cleaning and arranging a domestic space to be comfortable in. It feels a lot about addressing 
the space as an entirely whole something; gallery rooms are not just empty vessels in which to 
install a sculpture, they can be thought about as an extension of lived real-time experience. 
Much as Frank O’Hara would compose poetry on his lunch breaks—the lunch hour set 
the time-frame, and the walks during the break often informed the poetry—I see work as 
informed by the music I am listening too, who I’m spending time with, and energy levels 
dependent on adrenaline, or jet lag and diet. 

I see information around me, find bits that look interesting, then use them in some way, do 
things with them, and put them back out into the world. Once I’ve remade them, I often 
put objects (and ideas of objects) back in situations that resemble the places from which I 
took them from initially. My work usually revises forms, functions, movements, materials, 
words and sounds of the environments and the people around me. Annette Messager sums 
it up when she says, ‘Mostly, I believe an artist doesn’t create something, but is there to 
sort through, to show, to point out what already exists, to put it into form and sometimes 
reformulate it… I didn’t invent anything, I indicated it…’4

4. Johnstone, Stephen. The Everyday. London: Whitechapel, 2008. 
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Fig. 3: Fiona Connor in the courtyard of the Gilardi House, Mexico City, 2010.

Casa Barragán 

When I visited Casa Barragán, the house that Mexican architect Luis Barragán designed for 
himself in 1948,5 I was struck by how many rooms there were. Reviewing the floor plan, I 
count 27, but this does not include rooms where he put up folding screens to further section 
areas off. The entire building felt like a maze of corridors, stairs, and passages, which led 
you through a sequence of spatial experiments in color and light. There were rooms after 
rooms after stairwells after fuchsia walls after bright yellow walls. With the exception of the 
breakfast nook, the house is designed not to need artificial light during the day. There are 
windows and skylights positioned to track the daytime throughout the home. The floor levels 
are not regular, and the rooms extend to varying heights. The building served a multitude of 
purposes: it was Barragán’s home, a self-contained architectural studio, and it all unfolded 
around views onto an internal garden and courtyard. There was one room that no one was 
permitted to enter while the architect was alive. From memory, this may have been a private 
breakfast room, or else it was his study. Perhaps it was both? 

The colour fuchsia was used often. You can see it in Casa Barragán as well as the Gilardi 
House (see image above) and several other projects of Barragán’s like the Fuente de los 

5.  It is the only personal property in Latin America that is on the UNESCO list of World Heritage Site. 
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Amantes. I thought a lot about fuchsia because it was not a colour I like at all. It makes me 
think about family and friends giving me ballet-themed gifts when I was young and deeply 
loved ballet—but some of them were the wrong kind of pink. They were not that soft, gentle, 
powdery, baby pink; they were the flashy, modern-sort-of-a-pink. That’s what fuchsia meant 
to me. It was the wrong kind of colour. It was awkward, abrasive and extremely vibrant in an 
exasperating way. Not how yellow is vibrant in a great way. After seeing the fuchsia en masse, 
covering walls and sides of buildings, I realised it had worked a kind of trickery on me. It felt 
like the kind of colour that had been starved for attention, and it got what it wanted. 

Barragán also had two separate bedrooms for himself. One for entertaining lovers and one 
that he alone slept in filled with Catholic sculptures. The amount of space carved up by walls, 
screens and colour blocks seemed greedy somehow, maybe because I was brought up with the 
idea that things should be simple and built around basic needs, not to serve an entertainment 
of whims. But I loved the house and I loved how he created an environment that suited and 
served his very particular needs, and this was freeing for me to consider. Particularly for his 
seemingly staunch follow-through of tailored personal needs, as demonstrated by the two 
bedrooms created just for him. 
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Fig. 4: An image from my Instragram feed from the Museum of Modern Art, 23 May, 2014.

Avoid using yellow if you want to suggest stability.

When I was around twelve, my class had to do a school project on colour. I remember it was 
due on a Monday morning and I worked on it all weekend with my mother. I can’t quite 
remember what it was we were doing, but I do remember the poet William Wordsworth was 
involved and I was illustrating his poem I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud with a large yellow 
daffodil. Perhaps the assignment wasn’t on colour at all, but on illustrating a poem that we 
had learned by heart. Re-reading the poem today it appears that I know all the words. Or 
maybe the project was finding a poem with colour in it and making a presentation about it. I 
know I felt extremely proud of my vivid yellow cardboard petals arranged like a spring flower. 

On New Year Eve’s last year I called my best friend Sriwhana; she was in Auckland and I 
was on Fogo Island. Sriwhana and our group of friends had just been playing a game and 
they included me in it. One of the questions was what colour would you be and why? And I 
answered yellow because it was comfortable with itself. It turns out that the answer to that 
question was you actually commenting on yourself. You know those games? It’s like when you 
are asked what wild animal would you be and you are actually talking about your sex life etc. 
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New York City taxicabs are yellow because, according to car salesman John Hertz, yellow is 
the easiest colour to spot at a distance.6 A quick Google search tells me that “Yellow is the 
colour of sunshine. It’s associated with joy, happiness, intellect, and energy. Yellow produces a 
warming effect, arouses cheerfulness, stimulates mental activity, and generates muscle energy. 
Yellow is often associated with food.”7 And, that yellow “is an unstable and spontaneous 
colour, so avoid using yellow if you want to suggest stability and safety.” 

I use colour in my work to create a precise atmosphere, taking ownership of an area to make 
room for my work and me. I don’t assume that a space should stay as I found it. I will often 
change light bulbs to alter the light, paint stuff, cover the floor, and block off whole spaces 
(or just ignore them). Painting something a color doesn’t take up any room and is a relatively 
straightforward action, yet its power to alter an environment is substantial. I like it because it’s 
also already a thing. I can take it and use it and I don’t have to invent it or even make it. I just 
get to use it and it’s easy. Sometimes I look for colors that create discomfort. One such case is 
the beige carpet I used to fill a room in “Crawl out your window”. The bland flecks of different 
shades of brown brought up connotations of cheap rental flats in Auckland. It’s used as an 
inexpensive way of carpeting floors that doesn’t show marks and stains because the whole 
thing already looks marked and stained. I used that particular carpet in that particular room 
to work with the suffocating feeling I got when I was standing in there. It was at the very end 
of the main gallery space inside the GAK and, unlike all the other rooms in the gallery, it had 
no windows and some incredibly bright fluorescent lights. I created a yellow corridor in the 
main space. A twenty-metre corridor lined itself up with the pre-existing row of windows. As 
a colour, yellow has a particular energy, and an important link to light and its representation. 
In the GAK, the yellow definitely evoked sunlight. The curtain forming the corridor was 
stained with the experience of having been in the sun, and the traces of that experience were 
visible, and made more visible, as the sunlight literally passed through it. The yellow captured 

6. Big Appled. “41 Random Facts About New York That Will Blow Your Mind.” Accessed May 4, 2014. http://
bigappled.com/2014/03/31/41-random-facts-about-new-york/2/.

7. Color Wheel Pro: Color Meaning. “Color Wheel Pro – See Color Theory in Action.” Accessed May 4, 2014. http://
www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html.
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light in the space of the gallery, infusing and amplifying what was already present from the 
windows, and pointed to the permeability of the space.

Along with colors of discomfort, I also like to use primary colour. Yellow, blue and red have 
the same limitlessness possibilities to them as concrete does. It is something very basic and 
pre-existing and can be utilised in many of the same ways. I think of colour much as I think 
of mortar, wood, wool and the weather. Taking foundational materials found around us in 
everyday life for my work enables me to take hold of a situation and create an immersive 
atmosphere. I try not to use color as a kind of trickery or manipulation to cover up flimsy 
work. Color can be used as branding and I sometimes see delightful, cute pastel tones in 
contemporary art making up for boring work. I find color used in that way is too nice to do 
anything of any real interest with.

Fig. 5: Unfired clay rocks drying in front of my fireplace in the Cull House,  
Shoal Bay, Fogo Island, Newfoundland, in 2012 and 2013.

How to have a relationship with a rock 

Last week I decided to make a hand-poured concrete puddle in the ground here on Fogo 
Island, off the northeast coast of Newfoundland. This is not a new thing for me—for the past 
few years, I’ve been making puddles in various grounds in a range of places—often coloring 
the concrete and inserting rocks I’ve made out of clay. Though, when I was thinking about 
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making a puddle here, it escaped me that I wasn’t going to be able to dig any kind of hole in 
the ground—it was just too frozen. Today it was minus-twelve degrees, but it felt like minus-
twenty-two. Actually, if you have the right clothing, it’s possible to spend hours outside, 
which is what I did last Monday. In order to dig the hole I first had to build a fire to melt the 
ground. This was a daylong activity and thankfully the wind was gentle, so I was in no danger 
of setting fire to Gertie and Darryl’s house next door. After spending four hours burning 
the fire down to coals, I spent only about four minutes digging a hole. Then I poured beige 
concrete into the hole and waited about 24 hours for it to dry. It’s certainly not my best work, 
but fortunately, I seemed to have poured it at the right time of the year on exactly the right 
day. Monday January 14 was sunny and not too cold; on Tuesday it rained, so the puddle filled 
with water; on Wednesday it was freezing so the water froze nicely inside the puddle; on 
Thursday and Friday the ocean in the distance behind the puddle froze over completely, so it 
made for great photos; and on Saturday and Sunday it snowed.

Some think Fogo Island was named by Portuguese sailors who thought it looked like a 
volcanic island in the Cape Verde Islands, off West Africa (fogo means “fire” in Portuguese). 
The island is indeed volcanic, but not in the way those Portuguese sailors believed. The 
volcanic rock here is some 420 million years old. When you walk up Brimstone Head, 
which looks like a large, steep hill in the shape of a curled-up animal, you can clearly see 
some massive quartz sandstones, overlaid by three distinct sections of mudflow. They look 
lumpy and are filled up with many little rocks. Some fragments are textured with cavities 
like pumice, but most are pink, fine-grained rhyolite, which looks a bit like cement with 
little pebbles in it. What I found most charming about Brimstone Head was seeing pink, 
glassy bands in a large rock face. They indicate the volcanic ash was very hot, and this hot 
ash welded like glass as soon as it fell to the ground. The rock face then tilted on a 40-degree 
angle as the whole island moved over time. What struck me was learning such simple pieces 
of information: this rock is extremely old and it exists on a slope because the whole island has 
tilted downwards over millions of years. It’s still moving, and I was able to stand in front of it 
and touch it.
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I also learned recently from local geologist Paul Dean that the reason rocks are so prime for 
studying here on Fogo Island is because of the ice that comes down from the Arctic, and the 
pack ice that freezes around the island every winter. The ice breaks up into little sections, and 
combined with tidal movements, it acts as a natural abrasive, keeping the rocks clean and 
making them easy to see. Easy to see if they’re not covered in snow and your eyes manage to 
see through the icy northwest wind blasting your face and body. 

Fig. 6: Puddle made from concrete and covered in snow outside the Cull House, Fogo Island, 2013.  
The puddle sits to the left of the woodpile and the ocean is starting to freeze over behind it. 

Now it’s Monday again, and the puddle has long disappeared in a bank of fluffy snow. This 
morning when I was checking it (the puddle is in front of my house right beside the sea), 
lo and behold, on the frozen Atlantic Ocean, a seal bobbed about in the water behind my 
puddle. There was no way I could capture that in a photo, but it made for a special event in the 
life of the puddle. It’s in situations like this that I feel the work can be ‘less’ and that it doesn’t 
have to over-perform—if you put something out there in conversation with an interesting 
situation, it manages to tell its own story; often better than you can.
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Where else could this happen—making work with sun, snow, and a seal? And that’s why I’m 
here.

The nearest town, Joe Batt’s Arm, is six miles away and is one of seven main towns (outports) 
on the island, with a population of 2,300. The community is currently undertaking numerous 
ventures to revive itself following the 1992 Cod Moratorium when the Canadian government 
suspended all fishing in the region due to the cataclysmic collapse of the cod fishery. Part 
of the island’s resuscitation plan is a residency programme called Fogo Island Arts, which 
currently offers four – soon to be six – artists’ studio residencies. The studios, designed by 
Canadian architect Todd Saunders, are all extremely specific to the surrounding landscape. 
Squish studio looks a bit like an iceberg out on the rocks. The Bridge studio juts out over a 
very large pond, and the Tower studio in Shoal Bay, where I am, is three-stories high with a 
ladder inside it—sort of like the inside of a ship, which makes sense because Shoal Bay was 
where fishing boats were built when the fishery was thriving. 

Perhaps, because there aren’t any distractions here (apart from the weather), it feels possible 
to make work and focus on things in a way that hasn’t seemed possible before. Perhaps this is 
because I have only a few friends, am not part of a community and am well rested; each day 
seems to offer more space for clarity of thought and the chance to think about many things 
at once in useful ways. It does get annoying having to cook every meal, as there are only two 
options for eating out—Chester’s Fried Chicken by the gas station and a Chinese restaurant in 
town that I have yet to try. I’d love to order some food in, or at least be able to walk down the 
road on a sidewalk (no such thing here) to a restaurant that served a fresh salad.

Sometimes the domestic routine is a bit more consuming than I like—getting home only to 
have to do the dishes from the night before, attempting to cook something other than pasta, 
and then trying to stay awake past 8 o’clock. Here, there are no distractions to keep you 
awake. But, all of these things evidently make for the right working conditions for me, and for 
many other artists who’ve come here.
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A few weeks ago, Paul Dean mentioned that the folks on Fogo Island used to heat their beds 
with rocks. They’d put them around the wood stove to warm up and then use them as a sort 
of hot water bottle in their beds. It was interesting to talk to Paul and find out more about the 
social integration of rocks into daily living on the island. Rocks were also used as anchors as 
not everyone on the island could afford wrought iron ones. Killicks, as they’re called, are rocks 
held in a sort of wood basket, which can be lowered into the ocean just like an anchor. Also, 
if you walk into just about any house here, you’ll see a rock on a windowsill. Shoal Bay, where 
my home and studio are located, is all on top of granite.

So far, the bulk of my work on the island has been making rocks from white stoneware clay 
and porcelain and then firing up the kiln, which is housed in the entrance of an old wooden 
church across the road from my house. Probably the last thing this island needs is more rocks, 
so I’m a little uncertain about my ideas here; but I’m thinking that instead of creating bodies 
of rocks that speak of ‘deep time’ (the concept that the geologic time scale is vast) and the 
different regional bodies of rock, I want to create lighter, humanised bodies of stones. Or 
maybe ‘personalised’ is a better way to describe them. I plan to give these sets of rocks names 
I’ve observed around the island. Miss Deep Bay, which is the name of a boat in Deep Bay. 
Nicole’s, the best restaurant on the island, and only open in the summer. Peg’s, which is the 
name of a bed and breakfast here. Tina’s, the name of the gas station—names and evidence of 
places and people living remarkable daily lives.

Before I leave the island in March, these works will be part of an exhibition (the first) in 
the Fogo Island Gallery, which has been curated by Nicolaus Schafhausen. The Fogo Island 
Gallery was built as part of the Fogo Island Inn, a luxury hotel complex that includes a 
cinema, restaurant, library, study and saunas—all of which will be open to locals as well as 
guests. The Inn is owned and run by islanders as a way to support themselves, and to fund the 
artists’ residency programme, a geology residency, and other small business ventures.8

8.  A version of this section was printed in Art News under the same title “How to have a relationship with a rock”, in 
Autumn 2013.
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Fig. 7: A bay frozen over in Joe Batt’s Arm, Fogo Island, January 2013. 

Fig. 8: The Fogo Island Inn. This photo was taken when I returned to Fogo Island in June 2013,  
three months after my residency had ended, to install my exhibition “Let the other thing in.”  

It was taken on my daily walk up to the Inn. 
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Fig. 9: April 2014. Jack e-mailed this photograph to me after a walk he took  
on the Shoal Bay peninsula in Fogo Island. Often when the ice melts, it deposits rocks from other regions,  

carried down inside the iceberg ice travelling down from the North. (Photo: Jack Stanley.)

Stones don’t swim

I fashion rocks, pebbles and stones out of different clay bodies, often created in different cities 
using facilities ranging from one lone kiln in an abandoned church (Fogo Island), to classes at 
Greenwich House Pottery in New York, which was established in 1908. 

My work with stones and pebbles has been developed around working with different 
classifications of hand-made rocks, for example, skimming stones, pocket rocks, river rocks, 
small pebbles and so forth, and by working with different materials including clay, porcelain 
and concrete. Each set of rocks carry with them some kind of associative theme deriving 
from places and experiences that may have influenced or triggered the making of them—
for instance, rocks made in response to a swing in the park, a puddle that was left after the 
rain storm, stones made while listening to a specific music, or to be placed in the mouth, or in 
a certain person’s pocket.

I also believe that when I’m making rocks out of clay, I am just returning them back to the 
form that they were before the rock broke down into clay.9 Therefore, while I am making 

9.  Below is a segment from an interview that I conducted with Paul Dean, a geologist based in St Johns, 
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them, I also don’t think that I’m inventing anything—I’m merely returning them to their 
prior form. 

I feel like a truck on a wet highway

What would owning a home do for me, even one as considered as Barragán’s? Would it keep 
me insular? Wanting to stay home to get my investment’s worth? I appreciate that right now 

Newfoundland. The interview was included in the catalogue made in conjunction with my Fogo Island Gallery 
exhibition, Let the other thing in.:

 Kate Newby: Once you made a comment to me that kiln firing is like reversing the process of how clay is made. It’s 
also like reversing that geological process and turning that clay back into rock.

 Paul Dean: That’s true. The clays you’re using would have originally come from a rock, from the weathering and 
breakdown of a rock or certain minerals—feldspars, for example, will break down to form clays. And then the only 
way you can make anything out of those clays is to either turn them into rock again (which takes a long period 
of time), or fire them the way you do. And doing that is like resetting the geological clock again. You’re taking 
something that was a very soft, very light mineral and making a solid object out of it over a short period of time. 
You’re accelerating geological time in doing that. Whereas it took hundreds of thousands of years of weathering 
to break down, to make the clay, in a matter of weeks you’re making it into something solid again. So it is like a 
resurrection of the minerals. At those temperatures, at a thousand degrees and above, you’re actually making new 
minerals from the minerals that are in the clay. That’s why you have a soft object that ends up being a solid object at 
the end of the process. I’m interested in that as a process.

 KN: It actually seemed like a long time. I guess because of the making and shifting around of the fragile unfired 
rocks and sticks, and also having to live with the products every day, either in the kitchen or drying in front of the 
fire. So it actually felt quite tedious and long. But it is interesting to think that it was actually incredibly short for the 
end result.

 PD: Well, it is short, but the difference in your work, Kate, is that there’s you in the work. There’s a human element 
in there. In geological processes there is no human element. Put it into scale of your time on Fogo Island or your 
time on the planet and you really can’t compare the two. That’s where the parallel falls apart. The process is a human 
process, using earth materials. In that context, you have to consider time in the human context, not the geological 
context. I thought of that because you call these rocks. And for you they are rocks. And they look like rocks. I’m 
amazed. I’m absolutely amazed that so many of them, so many of the objects that you’ve created out of that kiln 
actually do look like rocks. When I look at rocks and study rocks, I’m looking for a texture and feel and weight and 
what the mineral might be. And when I see your full body of work, there’s an awful lot in there that looks and feels 
like the texture of rocks.  So at first, before I saw the exhibit, I was thinking, “I don’t think I can call these rocks.” 
Now I see why you call them rocks, and now I think I would agree with you that they are rocks. They have the look 
and feel and texture of rocks as well, even though they are created by a human hand and a human mind. 
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in life I’m not invested in luxury or stability. I almost brought a small hand-made rug on 
Fogo from the Craft Guild for my apartment in Auckland. At the Craft Guild they re-make 
heritage quits, hooked mats and scarves. These are mostly not original designs but ones that 
have been around for centuries, made, re-made, and passed down through families. The 
interesting thing with craft is that it’s about technique and a style that is learned—not creative 
genius. Skills are taught and passed around and down through generations—ideas repeated 
and used again and again. Anyone can be told how to make something, and with patience, 
you too can make that chair, or that quilt, or that fishing net, or hooked rug. With all of these 
examples, there are ways of making that rule out millions of decisions and choices. Still, I 
didn’t buy that rug; I stopped myself because I decided it would just hold me back. Keep me 
from moving on. I myself need to be free in order to explore locales, so I’m not tied to a place 
though the work may be. 

The night after my opening at the Fogo Island Gallery, I was invited to stay a night in one of 
the luxury rooms at the Inn before leaving the island, potentially forever. The night after that, 
I stayed at the Comfort Inn in Gander before making the 52-hour journey back to Auckland.

The Gander Comfort Inn is one of the dullest hotels in the one of the gloomiest towns I’ve 
ever visited. When I think about Gander, I recall a lack of light and many sludgy, mushy 
potholes in the salt melted roads. Oh, and McDonalds, because that’s what I always ended up 
eating. I feel physically strange thinking about my time there. It’s also crossed with the fact 
that being in Gander generally means airplanes, and getting up at 3 or 4 am in the bitter cold 
because the flights leave at 5 or 6 am.10

The thing is I preferred the Gander Comfort Inn to the Fogo Island Inn. This was because I 
felt no pressure to interact, or appreciate anything during my stays there. In the Comfort Inn 

10.  Something noteworthy about the Gander Airport is that it’s where the re-routed planes from 9/11 landed. 

Folks slept in the airport and in the homes of the townspeople. One thing about Newfoundland is that 

they are some of the most hospitable people I have ever met. They want to feed you and they want you to 

feel at home.
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I could experience the sort of time one gets on long-haul flights; the feeling of nothing to do 
but settle in and make yourself comfortable because you’ve got nowhere to go. I would often 
both dread and look forward to my stays in Gander because I knew I had time to myself to be 
invisible and unaccountable to anything or anyone. 

For a one night stay, the Fogo Island Inn goes for around $700-$2950 CAD. The bed was 
certainly comfortable, and it was an indulgence to walk around the room in a comfy robe. 
I couldn’t work out the electric toilet and sadly felt far too cautious to have a bath for fear 
of drowning because I was so tired. I love the locally designed Fogo-theme wallpaper of 
Partridgeberries and fabrics that were exquisitely woven together for the heritage quilt on the 
bed. But what I found most interesting was that I didn’t want to leave the room. I didn’t want 
to go see the island, sit on the rocks and watch the sea. I could see the ocean from my room 
and I didn’t want to waste my big opportunity to be in such fine-tuned luxury. Paying all that 
money maybe comes with a pressure to soak in the room and all the things within it. You have 
to be a millionaire to see it as a ‘base for the night’ and not want to be there as much possible 
trying out the sauna and sitting in the hand-made rocking chair staring at the ocean with the 
binoculars provided. When I cancelled my sauna booking because I was saying goodbye to 
Cyril and Donna and didn’t have time to do both, I felt awful, like I was throwing away my 
chance to both look after myself and experience all the stuff that many people long for. 

On the other hand, within the crappy beige synthetic confines of the Comfort Inn, I had no 
qualms about hanging out on the bed e-mailing, watching cop shows, eating blueberries, and 
not interacting with my surrounds. In fact, I just completely ignored them. I didn’t notice the 
curtains or the bedspread and because the room was only $90 CAD, I didn’t feel bad about 
under-appreciating everything in that room. And why would I? It was a chance to be numb and 
not have to be available to admire things I didn’t really want to have to admire in the first place. 
It reminds me of when I was walking in the East Village, trying not to look around me for fear 
that too much looking was like too much socialising; just plain exhausting. And, as a result, 
when I wasn’t actively looking around me, I actually felt more refreshed than when I was. 
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Fig. 10: My room in the Fogo Island Inn in June and my room in the Gander Comfort Inn in March when I was heading back to  
New Zealand with one of Linda Osmond’s handmade quilts which I placed over the bed instead of the quilt they provided. 

Karlsaue Park

For the 2012 Documenta (13), Gareth Moore created an outdoor/indoor installation that was 
fashioned in the maintenance compound of Kassel’s Karlsaue Park, titled “A Place Near the 
Buried Canal”. The Canadian artist created huts, two museums and a guesthouse from trash 
and all manner of found materials. For two or three years, Moore collected and compiled 
things he found in and around the city of Kassel to create a small village—for instance, 
windows, an old washing machine, etc. Using the shed as his temporary home and studio, 
Moore continually extends and transforms the installation with various self-sustaining 
activities, slowly adding outbuildings and sculptural forms. His installation was weird, messy 
and obsessive. Using the shed as his temporary home and studio, Moore continually extended 
and transformed the installation with sculptural forms and activities and further buildings 
such as a tool shed, a sculpture garden, even a tennis court—all immaculately created, 
maintained and cared for. 

Built from the ground up, his installation responded to needs that arose during his process 
of making the piece. Maybe in this way it’s similar to Casa Barragán; perhaps Moore’s is just 
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another kind of necessity. Moore’s project was an extreme version of customised space, and a 
very outdoorsy one. The worship temple on the roof above the ‘kiosk’ was selling knick-knacks 
and postcards. Who would have thought to install a worship temple on top of a kiosk? But, it 
had a great view over the project’s grounds. It also had a small roof, so you could sit up there 
in the shade. Maybe it was the perfect and most obvious space; I just would not have thought 
of it, which is why I liked it so much.

 

Fig. 11: There was no photography allowed in Gareth Moore’s installation at the 2012 Documenta (13).  
Visitors were asked to hand in their cell phones and cameras. These postcards I purchased from the Kiosk  

remain my only documentation of the project. 

The amount of attention Moore paid to his creation was dizzying. Little pinecones and 
branches hung from tiny threads along a wire fence. His carefully cornered-off sections of 
weeds were particularly beautiful. They even had a small bridge crossing over them so that you 
wouldn’t crush them as you explored. It was extremely absorbing—handmade signs guided 
you around, and in each new space there was something unexpected or surprising. The fact 
that Moore had lived on-site, working on his project for several years was evident in the result; 
Moore’s was poles apart from most site-specific installations I had seen up to that time. 

Perhaps this is why my “What a day.” exhibition felt somewhat deflated and inhospitable 
during its showing in Auckland. I lived with the work as I created it while I was living in my 
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little house on Fogo Island. Inside the Hopkinson Mossman gallery, the works were no longer 
part of a lived life; they looked somewhat forsaken and abandoned. 

Fig. 12: My Eames postcard. Picked up from the Eames House, Los Angeles,  
in 2010 during a visit there with Fiona Connor. 

The Eames House

I am thinking of the Eames’s now. The Eames House in the Pacific Palisades neighborhood 
of Los Angeles designed by Charles and Ray Eames was named Case Study House #8, and 
sits up on a cliff overlooking the Pacific Ocean. It was hand-constructed in 1949 within a 
matter of days entirely from pre-fabricated industrial steel parts. Their home seems like a 
lived-in space, packed with plants, books and clutter, though I only know this from looking in 
through the windows. When Fiona and I turned up to visit, the house was just about to close 
for the day. We had a quick walk through, but the woman shutting the house kindly said we 
were welcome to stay on the property, so we trotted about the paths, stuck our heads against 
the windows and tried to take photos. We lay on the front lawn for hours, staring up at the 
eucalyptus trees, making watercolors and doing our own photo shoot in the trees with the toys 
we found in the grass.  

I have a friend who boasts of growing a plant in his Brussels apartment from a clipping taken 
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from their home. He proudly introduces the plant as his Eames plant and it’s like the wee 
thing in the pot is now branded like Ray Eames’ fabrics or Charles Eames’ chairs. 

Next to me, I have one of the postcards I picked up that day with Fiona of a large white 
surface with some chairs on it from the 1958Aluminum Group by Charles and Ray Eames. 
The photograph shows the parking area of the Eames Venice workshop. The photo is taken 
from a distance and from a height, and shows things happening on the white painted surface. 
It looks like they have set up furniture on it to be photographed outside. It looks like a big 
table with things scattered over it. Much like a dining table in the home of someone who does 
not have to clear it each night for a larger family to eat at. So, piles of paper, loose change, 
keys, an empty water glass, and maybe a candle can all co-exist.

Fig. 13: Carpet used to direct drain water, Paris, September 2013.

Paris and Brussels

On my way to Paris from Brussels in September, 2013 on a very wobbly train, I was thinking 
about not thinking or feeling much, and liking how the time on trains is useful for processing 
anything that’s floating inside of my head for unknown purposes. Similar to time on planes or 
at the Gander Comfort Inn, it’s about being in a zone without accountability or responsibility. 
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It’s useful to sit without having to qualify such moments in any way. Time to think can just 
happen on its own: you can look out the window, write lists, daydream, ponder boring or 
exciting things or just not fix any thought to anything in particular.

The art I want to make and how I want to make it became abundantly clear through my La 
Loge exhibition in Brussels. The project “Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all.” filled the entire 
building—all four floors of the 1934 Masonic Lodge including the view to the neighboring 
building to the front and to the terrace in the back. With its darkness, lightness and 
atmosphere I filled the building by working from the ground up, room by room, with various 
states of acknowledgment, curiosity, boredom and life. It was a project that was difficult to 
take in just because of the building’s vast size. Viewers were encouraged to move through 
hallways, rooms, a temple and stairwells, and to feel immersed in something that expanded 
beyond the space in which they stood.    

I considered the project from a geographical point of view. During a planning meeting with 
La Loge’s curator and director Anne-Claire Schmitz, she mentioned she’d climbed a volcano 
in Italy over her summer break and talked about the rocks turning to sand on the ascent 
with her boyfriend early one morning. Anne-Claire’s comment got me thinking about how 
the rooms change and vary depending on their level at La Loge. I decided I wanted to work 
with the atmosphere and tone of each of the four levels in the building, beginning with the 
darkened cave-like space of the basement, up to the light-filled space of the fourth floor where 
there was a view of the outside for the first and only time from within the building. 

The temple in La Loge is one of the most impressive aspects of the building. A massive box-
sized rectangle complete with equally gigantic wooden doors, it has little viewing boxes one 
storey up to see back into the room. One of the most striking things about the room was the 
ability to see into the temple through strategically placed peepholes without being observed. 
This ability to watch without being seen struck me as creepy, so early on I decided to mound 
cement in the temple’s threshold as the entry into the exhibition. Placed over the iconic 
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Masonic compass in the entranceway, the green cement lump prevented the temple doors 
from closing. And, you had to walk over the lump to get into the temple where I decided 
to make just one gesture. While approaching this exhibition as a layer of continuous levels 
working into the space, it was also important for me to identify and disrupt natural flows and 
movements that guided you. If the work was too complimentary to the building, I wonder if at 
that stage, the work itself would have becomes passive?11

With a piece of fabric far larger than the temple’s floor plan, I created a false ceiling within 
the room. Cutting out the sun and stars and sky symbols in the ceiling, I suspended the thin 
cotton so it would block and challenge this symbolically loaded room. I wanted to dismantle 
the power structure that lingered in the space, and I wanted to block the existing views into 
the room from upper levels and behind the doors. 

All the work for this project was made in La Loge over the month that I had to install. I 
treated it like my giant studio. I wanted to use every part that was available. The fabric stayed 
on the top roof outside, where I tied it down for the rain to drench, mark and stain. Belgian 
rain is infamous and I wanted the condition of the weather to be embedded somehow into the 
work. I also thought of Marcel Broodthaers’s short film La pluie (Projet pour un texte), 1969. 
Broodthaers is filmed in his back garden absorbed in the process of writing. Equipped with 
paper, ink and a feather pen he begins to scribble when it starts to rain. The rain constantly 
erases the text as the artist writes, but he doesn’t seem to mind. 

The ceramic rocks that lay across the floor of the basement were made within the building 
itself over the course of a few days. Initially I begun sculpting rock like structures but after 
a day of working through 50 kgs of clay, I turned to the textures of the building itself. Using 
the wood of the balcony, the brick walls inside and outside, and the steel protective cover 
around the heating pipes. The clay worked to created a material memory of the building. The 

11.  I talk about this concept of not doing enough in my next chapter “I’m so tired: casualness, digression, wandering.” 
where I examine the work of Juliette Blightman and Frank O’Hara. 
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sets of rocks decorated the floor of the basement in a cave-like atmosphere in a similar fashion 
to the way rocks, crystals and meteorites are displayed in Natural History museums. 

I was interested in thinking about the different levels of the building operating in a similar 
way: a landscape that offered itself to the viewer without any authority. You could just look 
quietly, simply, sharing their reality. It was not unlike climbing up Brimstone Head and 
seeing the quartz sandstones, overlaid by the distinct sections of mudflow.

    

Fig. 14: My apartment on K. Road in 2008 and again in 2010. 

Auckland again, November 2013

After three months, fifteen beds, seven countries, and one amazing purple suitcase, I can 
confirm what I already knew—which is that I need my own door to shut, pillows I can get to 
know, and a space where I can spend entire days inside and experience actual quiet to process 
thoughts. It’s the kind of place where I can have familiarity with a coffee cup that extends 
beyond a mere day. 

I don’t like leaving the house to work. I don’t like my studio, and I don’t like the energy it 
takes to get there. I like the lumpy foam futon in my small K. Rd apartment. I like to have the 
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bamboo blinds shut so I have light around me without any direct sun intruding. I have to have 
zero clutter and no piles of miscellaneous stuff that needs sorting out. On my shelves in my 
workspace/lounge are small collections of ceramic rocks that I have created in different places 
like New York, Auckland, Fogo Island and Brussels. I keep them around to remind me that 
I have, at some point, moved and done stuff. I do not display art books; rather, my ‘health’ 
books, which include Women’s Bodies, Women’s Wisdom, How to be a Woman, and The Female 
Thing are visible on the shelves. All my art books are in the other room and easily accessible; 
I just don’t need to look at them. I fear they will become wallpaper. I wear comfy clothes like 
loose jeans and a favorite sweater. Sometimes I’ll also try out and experiment with outfits I’m 
not totally comfortable in to find out if it’s just a matter of getting used to something new or 
if I really don’t like it. Experimentation in clothing can help me think and make art at times, 
some kind of rudimentary, base, physical element. If I’m uncomfortable then it’s awful, but if 
I manage to pull off a combination of items where I feel daring and brave it definitely helps 
somehow.  

The awkward and impractical tension is that I also need to be unstable, a little confused and 
lost in order to make artwork. I need to be able to walk around unfamiliar streets, parks, 
spaces, traffic, and practise the one thing I want to be good at, which is how to keep looking. 
I need the uncomfortable feeling of not knowing a place well, so I can see fresh activities on 
sidewalks, inside trees, and in people’s fashion tastes. But there’s a conflict. Not being overly 
familiar with my surroundings helps me see, but I need a routine so I can think. The two are 
at odds with each other in New Zealand. I might be able to breathe a little deeper here, yet 
its size means I know all the people and places, and largely what to expect when I walk down 
the street. So I need to figure out how to have both. Maybe Barragán offers up clues: he had 
rooms for special purposes, rules for what one should always see out a window (a sky, a wall, 
and a tree), and an awareness of what he wanted and didn’t want in his buildings (he never 
used overhead lighting; it was always wall lighting or lamps). Maybe I need more fuchsia in 
my life? Or to approach things another way round, in some kind of way that doesn’t add up 
from the outside but makes a perfect sort of sense to me.
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Fig. 15: The wooden path to the Tower Studio, Shoal Bay, Fogo Island, mid-Winter 2013, and late Autumn, 2012.
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Fig. 1: Electrical cords coming out of a pavement, Rotterdam, 2011.

I’m so tired: casualness, digression, wandering.

It’s nice 
after dinner 
to walk down to  
the beach

and find  
the biggest 
thing on earth 
relatively calm

—A.R. Ammons, Reading
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I’m interested in how a working process can emerge directly out of my everyday engagement 
with other people, other spaces, homes, studios, cafes and streets; in how these experiences, 
and my critical thoughts about them, can impact on, or generate the work in different ways. 
This is what I mean by the term casual. It’s about the more ordinary aspects of life informing 
my ways of working as well as the meaning of the work. I do not want my practice to be overly 
reliant upon historical information for its form or interpretation. 

Through my work, I am exploring a show-don’t-tell1 course of action that draws ideas tacitly 
from immediate situations and experiences encountered in the outside world. I don’t want it 
to be self-sufficient and done entirely inside a studio. I would also prefer that this be reflected 
in an indirect or indefinite working process. Recently, while working and preparing for an 
exhibition, I stopped doing dishes, made awkward and inappropriate demands on friends, and 
put myself under as much pressure as possible in order somehow to get to the heart of what 
I was doing. But I don’t think the stress and drama I created was necessary or productive. In 
hindsight I have been thinking about how to apply pressure in more constructive ways based 
on more focused observations of the world around me, and on ways of articulating those 
observations and thoughts. American poet A.R. Ammons suggests that producing is not 
about working oneself up into an intense and dramatic state; perhaps a more interesting and 
sustainable method is to “discover and write out of the natural energies in the world”.2

I feel most engaged with the process of making when I am able to make decisions on the 
spot: simultaneously developing and installing a project, working within the givens of that 
particular time and space.

1.  In 2008, I participated in the Brussels Biennial—in the section curated by the Witte de With—along with artist 
Jürgen Ots. This part of the biennial was titled “Show me don’t tell me”. I took this phrase to mean that it was is 
about what you can see in the work, what is in front of you, that it’s not about something you need to research on the 
internet or learn from supporting exhibition texts.

2.  A.R. Ammons and the Poetics of Widening Scope, Steven P. Schneider, Associated University Presses, 

NJ, 1989, p 215.
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Working on talking

Frank O’Hara often wrote poetry quickly and in a manner that allowed him to fuse the 
performative and the spontaneous—the poem’s occasion and the poem itself. He treated 
poetry as something that arrived out of everyday living; the content of his poems were sourced 
from walking, time with friends, and parties. For all his poems about walking the streets, 
O’Hara was one of the first American poets ever to write about the experience of living in 
apartments. He wrote in such a way the he captured fleeting moods and feelings. Often 
directly sourced from his daily life, his poetry contains sharp yet familiar observations of lived 
experience.

Poetry is not instruments   
that work at times   
then walk out on you  
laugh at you old  
get drunk on you young  
poetry is part of yourself 3

As with O’Hara’s economy of means, and his minute gestures of attention, Juliette 
Blightman’s installation and performance art prioritises focus and immediacy, creating 
attentive and present installations in a seemingly casual but confident way. As Jennifer Higgie 
writes of Blightman’s work: “every object or image the artist uses has personal significance 
for herself or her family, a past lover, or friends: Blightman is less interested in scrutinizing 
individuals than in the traces they leave behind.”4 Similarly to O’Hara, Blightman prioritises 
observation over lengthy descriptions or explanations. In her solo exhibition, “I hope one day 

3. O’Hara, Frank. “To Gottfried Benn.”  The Collected Poems of Frank O’Hara. Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1995. p 309.

4. Higgie, Jennifer. “Juliette Blightman.” Frieze, issue 126, October 2009. Accessed 15 October, 2012  
http://www.frieze.com/issue/article/juliette_blightman/.
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soon you’ll come and visit me here,”5 Blightman covered the three large windows throughout 
the gallery with soft light cotton, filling the rooms with a diffused light. Next to each window 
Blightman placed a wall label with the name of a scene: London, 2011; Lucca, 2008; New York, 
2008 (all works 2011). All titles are places within the artist’s fictional travelogues.6 The names 
of cities, along with varying dates, give the impression that memorable events could have 
happened there, or that she has some residual attachment to these cities. 

For different reasons, both O’Hara’s and Blightman’s particular forms of casualness have 
come under criticism. Literary theorist Frederick Garber highlights a weakness in O’Hara’s 
work: “At his worst – and there is a great deal of that – O’Hara is merely flip, flaunting a self-
indulgent casualness which can be alternately shrill and slack.”7 Because O’Hara used the flow 
of his everyday life and time with friends in his writing, these circumstances and the rapid 
way he wrote meant not all of his poetry is necessarily good. On the other hand, Blightman’s 
work can border on, well, just not being enough. For her exhibition at Michael Benevento, 
the artist played a half-hour recording of sounds that you hear when waiting at airports, train 
stations, clinics and the dentist’s office. According to Los Angeles Times’ critic David Pagel, the 
exhibition failed to build up enough to amount to anything: “The point of Blightman’s jejune 
piece is that it usually pays to pay attention to details, and that the attentiveness we bring to 
things is sometimes more important that the things themselves. That’s a pretty sensitive way 
to approach life. But as a goal for one’s art, it leaves a lot to be desired.”8  

5.  Isabella Bortolozzi Galerie. “Juliette Blightman: I Hope One Day Soon You Will Come Visit Me Here.” Bortolozzi. 
Accessed 5 December, 2011. http://bortolozzi.com/exhibitions/juliette-blightman-i-hope-one-day-soon-you-will-
come-visit-me-here-isabella-bortolozzi-galerie-berlin/.

6. Asthoff, Jens. “Juliette Blightman.” ArtForum. Accessed September 9, 2011. http://artforum.com/picks/
id=29086&view=print#. 

7.  Garber, Frederick. “Frank O’Hara: Poet Among Painters by Marjorie Perloff.” Contemporary Literature, vol. 
20, no. 1, winter, 1979, pp112-115. Accessed October 20, 2012. http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/
stable/1208213?seq=3.

8.  Pagel, David. “Art review: Juliette Blightman at Michael Benevento Gallery.” Los Angeles Times, February 12, 
2010. Accessed October 15, 2012. http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/culturemonster/2010/02/art-review-juliette-
blightman-at-michael-benevento-gallery.html.
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Perhaps Blightman is too reliant on objects and outcomes? To precious? I also tend to work 
with limited means, showing forms of restraint and simplicity. But I don’t rely on the white-
cube kind of sparseness—I use colour and materials en masse to give the almost emptiness 
some texture. The stripped-back context of a gallery means that the artworks have to work 
harder on their own and it is possible that there is just not enough information contained 
within the works for their meaning to be clear. Maybe the work is not developed enough 
from what it was originally sourced from—so the sounds of ‘waiting’ are still just sounds of 
‘waiting,’ and they themselves seem to be waiting to be transformed. Maybe the works haven’t 
been shifted or changed enough to have any traction in the outcome? By traction, I mean 
something where there is a push and pull between what the elements in the artwork are and 
something that you experience for yourself any time you want by just being alive. Is it all just 
borrowed process from lived experiences without enough of a shift to display an outcome that 
contains something different than what you can already see when you walk to catch the bus? 
Possibly the works are a little too easy going? 

What made O’Hara’s poetry so electrifying was that it came from his being fully immersed in 
the moments he writes about. It may be a walk down Second Avenue and the examination of 
ordinary things that emerge from his thoughts, or getting out of bed: 

oh god it’s wonderful  
to get out of bed  
and drink too much coffee  
and smoke too many cigarettes  
and love you so much9

He took these observations further by developing these immediate thoughts and impressions 
by making them turn on themselves somehow. But, not so far as to make them cryptic, yet 
far enough that you didn’t just feel you were being fed the information without any opinion. 

9.  O’Hara, Frank. “Steps.” Lunch Poems. San Francisco: City Lights Books, 1968. 
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Much of O’Hara’s poetry vanished because he would give it away or stash it in drawers, never 
to be seen again. He was not as interested in outcomes as he was in the process of writing. 
O’Hara’s poetry leaves you feeling like it’s a thought that you might have had yourself; he just 
has a way of saying it better. 

One problem for a type of practice that relies heavily on considering and connecting slight or 
minor observations is that it risks becoming too obscure. At the opposite end of the spectrum, 
too heavily researched work requires heavy-duty insider knowledge to unpack it. 

I was moved by Blightman’s cotton over the windows. Obscuring the view outside, you had 
the feeling that you could be in any number of places, not just London as the title suggests. It 
was a modest gesture that propelled you to other places. It did enough by doing very little. An 
ongoing warning to myself is that an observation, from where a work might start, must always 
take us someplace fresh; it cannot stay exactly as you found it. Without a distinctive shift in 
the raw material, the work will not amount to much.

Fig. 2: Juliette Blightman, London, 2011, curtain, natural light, Asplenium, wall label, 
dimensions variable. Installation view, “I Hope One Day Soon You Will Come Visit 

Me Here,” Isabella Bortolozzi Galerie, Berlin, 2011. 
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Keeping it casual in my casual new hat

Recently, I visited the “Gutai: Splendid Playground” exhibit at the Guggenheim in New York. 
For the artists involved, the process of making work was somehow just as important, or maybe 
more important, than what the outcome was. There was a commitment to action, to being 
active as a group, as well as the various actions prioritised in the process of making work. 
It was notable that these actions did not seem crazy and over the top; they were common 
activities that joined in with the art-making. I am thinking right now of the film of Atsuko 
Tanaka drawing circles in the sand on the beach.

A few months after seeing the Gutai exhibition I visited the Mike Kelley show at PS1. I think 
his work is important and the show was impressive. It fills the entire building and there are 
hundreds and hundreds of works. Apart from the novelty of seeing things in person after 
years of viewing them in books and on the internet—such as the galaxy of soft toys and the 
stuff hiding under the carpet—I wasn’t interested in the show; I really don’t like his work. 
It also reminded me that I am terrible at looking at art I’m not interested in, because I only 
spend a few seconds thoughtlessly staring, and it feels like walking around a huge department 
store. I know that Kelley is interested in making the viewer uncomfortable, and this is not 
something I don’t think about, but the suburban-plastic-phallus-suppressed-memory left a 
hollow feeling, but not in a way that I would want to be left with a hollow feeling. 

There was one work where Kelley traced out little collected pieces of junk like crucifixes, 
stars, beads, feathers and pendants that formed an intricate path around a table, tracing out 
a development of the items from shape to shape. This work felt sensitive, thoughtful and 
incredibly simple, but genius. Mostly though, I just blanked on the exhibition. I felt I needed 
to know too many back-stories on his work that was dense and vast; there was just too much 
to take in. I find processing art works difficult, and it’s hard for me to intensively look, and 
think, and then come out the other side with my own opinion and thoughts on the work. 
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With the “Gutai: Splendid Playground” exhibition, I related to the resistance and the rejection 
of overt content within the projects of the group. I felt room in the work to enter straight into 
it and be involved. The work I saw felt heavily involved with actions and day-to-day living, 
and experiences of materials and relationships. Sometimes, it seems like the more explanation 
that accompanies an artwork the more legitimate it becomes, but I wonder if context and 
situations can be just as informative and useful as anything else. An example of this was the 
“Experimental Outdoor Exhibition of Modern Art to Challenge the Midsummer Sun”. In 
1955, the group’s first exhibition was held in a pine forest in Osaka. They organised a thirteen-
day, twenty-four-hours-a-day open-air exhibition. Held outdoors in Ashiya Park with 
everything exposed to the weather, the artists organised a set of paintings, performance and 
installations, so they could more readily engage audiences than they could inside the white 
cube.

    

Fig. 3: Ceramic wind chime I installed in Shoal Bay, Fogo Island, 2012. View before the storm and view after. 

Stubborn but easy going

Once, while I was on Fogo Island, I decided to hang a ceramic wind chime in a group of trees. 
Nothing specific guided you to this work; it only existed through casual encounter and word 
of mouth. If you were out walking you might see or hear it, or your friend or neighbour might 
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tell you about it. There was a chance it would break if a storm came, and on Fogo Island, 
in February, this was expected. Being outside in the trees like that, it had an undetermined 
lifespan. A storm did come and I really like that it’s gone now because, well, all things have a 
lifespan.

I like the instability of temporary works—they become about the conditions of each 
encounter. It also challenges me to put as much focus and attention as I can into work in that 
time and place. 

Pierre Huyghe’s work at Documenta (13) 

Walking around the Karlsaue Park in Kassel, during this year’s Documenta (13), there seemed 
to be many works installed in custom-built wooden sheds that would have possibly looked 
better in a gallery. Not a bad thing necessarily, but sort of irritating as I wanted to feel like my 
location in that big park somehow mattered for the viewing of the work. A lot of the artworks 
did not have much to do with the park itself; they didn’t seem to acknowledge their presence 
outdoors in an incredibly large Baroque-style park. Karlsaue Park, first designed in 1586, has 
gone through various stages of re-modeling as well as having an on-going use by Documenta 
artists. Walking through the park you often have to navigate a large expanse of grass and 
water to find the sites you are looking for.

The hardest installation for me to track down was Untitled (2010) by Pierre Huyghe. Situated 
in the middle of a group of trees, there was no obvious pathway in or out, and I finally found 
the work only after wading through knee-deep grass worrying about tics.

The work consisted of a constellation of various actors, things and activities including a marble 
statue of a naked woman with a live beehive on her head, a dog with a painted purple leg 
walking about, mounds of dirt, weeds from Turkey grown on the mounds of dirt, piles and 
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piles of blocks and bricks that looked as if they may be used for repairs to the park, and a full-
time caretaker of the site in his late twenties, wearing a singlet and walking about with a sense 
of purpose. There was no architecture, no roof, just an assemblage of things that somehow 
made perfect sense in the park, and at the same time, made no sense at all. 

In the catalogue, Huyghe talks about there being no logic holding it all together, just a 
collection of things that were not necessarily meant to make sense together. I found this 
challenging and refreshing in a context where a lot of works were struggling to make as much 
sense as they possibly could. Huyghe’s installation made me think of Huberman’s words again: 
“the efficiency, quantity and immediacy of information and information-systems has placed 
art and the artistic gesture at risk of being identified, categorized, digested, cannibalized 
and made into information before it has a chance to begin being art.”10 Often it’s not just the 
audiences looking at art that want a quick-fix explanation about what’s going on, it can also 
be how the artist feels like they need to talk about their work as well. Vague, unspecific and 
relaxed explanations are becoming a tough space to defend and occupy. It is like the more 
reasons and information tied to a work the better and more thoughtful it is. 

What worked for me in this installation was its sense of living action, and the confusion, the 
not-quite-there-yet feeling it verged on. Any one of the components of the installation was 
doing something interesting, which demanded your time, acute observation and patience. 

My friends Raimer, Michael and Valerie all said a similar thing to me separately about 
Documenta (13). They commented on the way it looked good this time, but it didn’t seem 
to be questioning anything. Everything was well pieced together and followed the tradition 
of earlier Documentas where each one tries to be bigger and better than the previous one. 
Michael said that Documenta (12) was more of a mess, but that it really seemed to be 
grappling with something. Raimer thought that the curator Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev 
wrote about some powerful ideas around Documenta (13) in the catalogue texts and media, 

10.  Op. cit.
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but the actual result was a slick exhibition that sadly didn’t contain the crunch of her 
statements. Having seen the previous Documenta as well, I was inclined to agree. 

Fig. 4: A sign from Newby Signwriting, my signwriting company in 2000. This sign, installed outside my apartment on 
Symonds Street reads “It sill lingered despite my giant efforts / newbysignwriting@hotmail.com.”

It still lingered despite my giant efforts. 

For years, I have put my work on streets. In the early 2000s, I was putting up hand-made 
posters and stickers, and painting large muscle cars on building sites in Auckland. I would 
cycle around town with a backpack filled with paint and glue and work on sites that were 
visible but not obvious. 

Later on, when I was working with bricks, I would cement small walls and columns around 
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the city. For my exhibition “On the benefits of building” in 2007 at Gambia Castle,11 I invited 
fellow artists involved with the gallery to an abandoned house on Scanlan Street, just around 
the corner from Gambia Castle. In about 40 minutes we installed an entire sculpture garden 
on the front steps of the dilapidated villa, stuck into the front lawn, nailed to the terrace, and 
cemented to the path and garage. The work was mostly signs, flags and ceramic tiles that I 
created in the studio but there were also some free-formed brick and cement works. Most of 
the sculpture garden was destroyed over the next few days by the owner (it turns out it wasn’t 
as forgotten as I had hoped), but what did remain were my cement and brick works. This was 
possibly because they couldn’t remove them without proper tools, but I also like to think it 
was because the works looked comfortable/at home/disguised in that decaying environment. 
They bypassed the violent removal of the other sculptures and lived on for many years until 
the house was finally gutted and renovated. 

11.  Gambia Castle was an artist-run gallery based in Auckland and started in early 2007. The gallery ran until 2011.

    
 The image on the left is the first location for Gambia Castle on Richmond Road, Auckland in 2006. Gambia Castle 

artists: Simon Denny, Kate Newby, Andrew Barber, Nick Austin, Sarah Hopkinson, Dan Arps, Tahi Moore and 
Daniel Malone (lying down in front). Absent from the photo are Fiona Connor and Tao Wells. 
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Fig. 5: Rope around a tree in the East Village, New York, 2012.

We must build in the open: It’s not about what it looks like it’s about what it does

Between 1947 and 1978, architect and theorist of public space, Aldo van Eyck designed 
around 700 playgrounds in voids left by the demolished houses of Amsterdam’s deported Jews.

Through these playgrounds Van Eyck was able to create spaces of physical adventure and 
contemplation. Van Eyck explored the ways in which humans respond to the world and 
how this is manifest in our social habits. Van Eyck thought that “Whatever space and time 
mean, place and occasion mean more,” and through his work put the needs of the child and 
neighborhood democracy at the center of town planning and urban renewal. To limit the 
study of architecture to the appreciation of objects avoids the consideration of why someone 
made them and how they might be used. 
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Aldo van Eyck’s concern was with proto-typical situations rather than with objects. Van 
Eyck’s playgrounds are made up of shapes that do not dictate its terms of use, like how 
a swing might be experienced. He wanted to carry out experimental research with the 
elementary resources of architecture. Van Eyck’s playground furniture mostly consisted of 
things such as sandpits in a variety of different geometric shapes (circle, square, triangle, 
polygon), small solid objects, cylindrical blocks of concrete arranged in row or a group, 
climbing bars and metal climbing domes. Dimensions were such that children could clamber 
about in safety. Van Eyck limited himself to these kinds of elementary forms and employed a 
combination of them in response to the specifics of each site. He was opposed to play objects 
in the shape of imaginary animals because he believed they shut down the imagination rather 
than activate it. Speaking in a lecture in 1962, Van Eyck said, “They are not real enough. A 
play object had to be real in the way that a telephone box is real because you can make calls 
from it, or that a bench is real because you can sit on it. An aluminum elephant is not real. 
An elephant ought to be able to walk. It is unnatural as a thing in the street.”12 Children were 
encouraged to wonder how to use the playgrounds rather than be told what to do with them. 

Most recently, in New York and Auckland, I created seats in parks and community gardens 
that were made from rocks, ceramic stones, crystals and colored concrete. I think of them 
as playgrounds. They are curious sculptures, designed to be sat on and climbed, but are not 
prescriptive in their use. On a visit several months ago to one such seat I had made in the 
Green Acres Garden in Clinton Hill, Brooklyn, I was thrilled to find that it had become a 
dumping ground for sand.

12. Lefaivre, Liane; Roode, Ingeborg; Fuchs, Rudolf Herman. Aldo Van Eyck: The Playgrounds and the City. Amsterdam; 
Rotterdam: Stedelijk Museum; NAi Publishers, 2002.
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Fig. 7: “How funny you are today, New York.” Greene Acres Garden, Clinton Hill, Brooklyn. 

Invent the solution

I think a disguise of casualness is necessary. You can develop ways to be less obvious so that 
you are not too quickly boxed in. Marginal spaces can be inhabited and utilised to talk about 
the conditions of experience through a willful nonchalance. Casualness and being relaxed 
can be interconnected. Artist Matt Hoyt uses an interesting term when describing his work – 
‘Relaxed Reasoning’. I think this is a useful term because it is not uptight or rigid, but speaks 
to the kind of thinking where you make important decisions on the bus or while falling 
asleep. 

So, casualness can be a way to bypass any great or important stance an artwork might bring 
upon itself; any inflated sense of its own importance. 
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I often refer back to a passage I read in an e-flux journal in 2009. At the time I was working 
on Laura Preston’s exhibition, “The Future is Unwritten,” curated for the Adam Art Gallery, 
Wellington. I was working in the giant foyer space, and also building a tower-type thing in 
a corner, which offered up views to the audience of Wellington in the distance and to two of 
my ceramic cups directly outside on the roof in the rain. The foyer was tricky—it was huge, 
dominated by its black rubber floors, and had to be passed through in order to go downstairs 
as well as to the other rooms on the same floor. I didn’t like it at all, and tried to make an 
invisible work. So I just carpeted the space and hung a series of bed sheets that created a secret 
passage way though the foyer, should one decide they wanted to travel undetected. In this 
context, one thing in particular sung out loudly from that e-flux article: the appearance of 
casualness in order to bypass boundaries: 

Inherent in, if not constitutive of, the attempts at crossing the Berlin Wall, is the 
necessary appearance of casualness (the use of disguises, hiding places in cars 
and baggage, electric cable spools) and/or the concealment of the executed action 
(construction of tunnels), these attempts being furthermore surrounded by a variety of 
plausible situations (credible to and unsuspected by the frontier control), or, at least, by a 
degree of invisibility. This plural act invisibly performed either through the casualness of 
unsuspected appearance or in a covert manner, is the escape route’s design.13

My solution to the Adam Gallery foyer was to invent something unexpected; it was a type 
of performativity that kept the project breathing. Talking about the independent life of 
objects, artist Jessica Jackson Hutchins says, “With time, there is something happening at 
the molecular level, where the objects come together in some way and begin to form their 
own associations. So I will put an item on a chair and leave it, and I think it gets better 

13. Silva, Mariana; Marques, Pedro Neves. “The Escape Route’s Design: Assessment of the Impact of Current 
Aesthetics on History and a Comparative Reading Based on an Example Close to the City of Berlin.” e-flux. 
Accessed January 5, 2014. http://www.e-flux.com/journal/the-escape-route’s-design-assessment-of-the-impact-of-
current-aesthetics-on-history-and-a-comparative-reading-based-on-an-example-close-to-the-city-of-berlin/. 
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overnight, even if nothing really changes.”14 This describes an idea of objects and situations 
fusing and blending to form a greater whole, just by being alive and having their own type of 
independence or presence. Jackson Hutchins goes on to say, “As an artist, I don’t think you 
can ever afford to be too general. The danger is to not really mean much at all or to fall into 
being overly sentimental. It’s always got to be really specific.”15 

This is significant; that it is okay to be broad but it works best when it is precise. I am 
motivated to pay attention to tiny little moments and defend their right to take over a room, 
and it is this observational generality that I hope people can identify with. My work isn’t 
make-believe or someone else’s story; it’s taken from a moment or a day in Auckland or 
Brussels or wherever I am.  

I have more faith in things already at play in the world around me—things already 
happening—than in my work, per se. I feel like it could be cheating because I want to use 
so much of what I had absolutely nothing to do with making myself: conditions of the lived 
in world—walking, talking, rain, sunlight and wind. There are always peripheral things—
objects, accidents, effects, trivial details, which affect what I see when I approach a site to 
make work— and such things mediate the experience of a particular place. They are crucial to 
the atmosphere of the work that I might make there; far more so than any historical facts, for 
instance.

The mood back at home 

One work that has withstood the test of time sits on Symonds Street in Auckland. On a 
sheet of steel, I glued small tiles to spell out ‘YES HERE’. I then liquid-nailed the piece to 

14.  Hutchins, Jessica Jackson.“Jessica Jackson Hutchins.” Artforum.com. Accessed January 13, 2014. http://artforum.
com/words/id=23319.

15. Horodner, Stuart. “Jessica Jackson Hutchins.” BOMB. Accessed January 20, 2014. http://bombsite.com/issues/112/
articles/3523.
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the pavement in between a car park and the sidewalk on a pre-existing square of concrete. If 
you were to stand and look out from that small rectangular block of concrete you would see a 
view of gigantic palm trees that lead onto a view of distant Auckland. It is a sightseeing spot 
in amongst walls and buildings. My tiled plaque has sat there since 2006, for almost nine 
years, and happily remains there minus one or two tiles. The reason I think it’s still intact is 
because it’s not as rough as graffiti or overt enough to be advertising. They are just two words 
embedded on the ground, not saying much at all except a gentle affirmation. 

Casual does not mean lazy, but if it had a style, I would say it is unfinished, skeptical and 
discreet. By turning ordinary daily actions and observations into experimentation and 
research, I hope to raise important questions about the connections between an artwork, or 
any kind of creative structural invention or intervention, and the physical, psychological, or 
emotional context of myself as an artist and the world around us. By casual, I mean direct, 
without fuss, and with clarity but not something rigid. It is an ambiguous precision that exists 
when you do things most easily, a sort of fundamental spontaneity of action that makes things 
feel boundless. 

Fig. 9: Tiled sign, Symonds Street, Auckland, 2006 – present.
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Fig. 1: Photo of Emilio Prini’s contribution, Camping, 1969, to the exhibition “Op Loose Schroeven”. This piece involved  
the artist pitching tents in a car park adjacent to the museum and observing the installation proceedings. 

Fragility / Mobility 

There is an artwork that I absolutely love, although I have only ever seen one photo of it. For 
his contribution to “Op Losse Schroeven”, in 1969 at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, 
Emilio Prini arrived before the exhibition opened and installed a series of tents in the car 
park across from the museum. Titled Camping, Prini’s tents gave him a vantage point from 
which he could witness the comings and goings. Prini did not have any work in the museum 
itself; his contribution to the show was to observe the occasion at a distance both before and 
during the exhibition. One small photo of the work is reproduced in Christian Rattemeyer’s 
book Exhibiting the New Art: ‘Op Losse Schroeven’ and ‘When Attitudes Become Form’ 1969. If 
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I were describing the work from this small black and white photo, I’d say there were some 
tents set up next to each other in a car park filled with dirt. It looks cold, and the men in the 
photo wear hats and have cigarettes dangling from the corners of their mouths. Some cars are 
parked next to the tents, and someone sits on a sack watching people work.

Through Camping, Prini sets up an ambiguous relationship between himself and the 
exhibition. It’s not clear if he wants to turn his back on participating in such events. It 
seems like a slightly grumpy work, as if he is saying, “I’m here, but I’m not here”. Christian 
Rattemeyer summarises the action: “Prini’s camping functions as a self-sufficient expression 
of creativity, a ‘real’ action whose result may nonetheless be an imaginary object, a private 
thought or a trace of the energy invested.”1 Perhaps that’s what makes this work so remarkable: 
it is an independent and totally self-supporting action, but it also remains connected to the 
wider context of the exhibition. This project is fascinating because it at once seems to refrain 
from participation and to be very involved in the exhibition. 

Invited by Wim Beeren to take part in “Op Losse Schroeven” Prini agreed, which means, to 
a certain extent, he wanted to be there and be included. What is interesting and crucial about 
his installation and its duration is how he managed to complicate the terms of his involvement 
by locating himself out in the open air, in a different location, situating himself as a viewer as 
well as a participant. He negotiated his own terms of involvement. 

1. Rattemeyer, Christian. Exhibiting the New Art: ‘Op Losse Schroeven’ and ‘When Attitudes Become Form’, 1969.  
London: Afterall, 2010. p29.
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Fig. 2: Kilian Rüthemann, Untitled (Slope), “Minimal Myth”, Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam, 2012. This slope is made out of salt.  

Fig. 3: Kilian Rüthemann, Untitled, RaebervonStenglin, Zürich, 2011.

The need for small blocks2

A few years ago, I had dinner with my friend Kilian Rüthemann. We met in New York in 
2012 while we were both on residency programs. He was on a Residency Unlimited program 
and I was doing the ISCP. We are the same age and at similar places in our careers and we 

2.  Heading taken from a chapter title from Jane Jacobs’s The Death and Life of Great American Cities, 1961.
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were both new to New York. It was nice to have someone to go to openings with and share 
what we knew about what was going on and coming up. There are definite similarities in how 
we work and the materials we use. We used the things we see around us: ramps, clothing, 
floors, curtains, cement and trees. We exchanged studio visits and shared experiences like how 
we had handled working with cement trucks. One night we had been discussing titles and our 
work—yet another important element to both of us—and I asked him what he thought were 
the similarities and differences between our work and did he feel like there was an affiliation 
there or not. Carrying on from the conversation about how we titled our work, he asked me 
why I was so emotional. He thought some of my words were too soppy. I asked him why he 
felt so entitled. Why did he act like he did not have any doubts about his work? How did he 
get to be so self-assured? He said he didn’t care. He makes the work, and it always seemed to 
go well. It leads on to more things and opportunities, and he knew it would keep carrying on 
this way. I’m not sure if it is a male/female thing or a Kate/Killian thing, but I often feel like 
there are some artists who have a strong sense of owning what they do—it’s self-generating 
and always moving forward—and there are also artists that will always doubt, be afraid, and 
even shy away from the work they make or could be making. 

While I titled this chapter “Fragility/ Mobility,” vulnerability might be a better word than 
fragile in that the survival of my work, or even the possibility of it being noticed, can be very 
limited. In this way, the work is framed less in terms of architecture or urban design but more 
in terms of what it is like to be a person negotiating life in the city. By ‘mobility’, I mean 
something between the temporary nature of the intervention and the spontaneous means by 
which the work is conceived and made. I have an interest in some kind of risk with the work 
because there is a very real possibility a piece might not be noticed at all. This chance is worth 
taking (i.e., a calculated risk) in order to achieve the equally necessary success of making work 
that can exist on its own urban terms inside and outside a gallery.
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Fig. 4: Marinus Boezem’s work Bed Sheets from the  
Windows of the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, 1969.

The need for aged buildings3

Recently New Zealand art writer Wystan Curnow mentioned to me that works in “Op Losse 
Schroeven” and “When Attitudes Become Form” did not look so much like art at the time of 
the exhibition. It was so new, and how we see it now was not at all how it was perceived then. 
He pointed out that the art looked more at home in a SoHo loft than a gallery or museum, 
which had to do with the industrial materials used such as cast iron, leather and rubber. 

“Op Losse Schroeven” and “When Attitudes Become Form” were crucial for helping to 
establish the concept of treating the gallery or museum as the site of production. The prior 
model for installing an exhibition works consisted of bringing in completed works that were 
then installed. The artists involved in Amsterdam and Bern turned up and made their work in 
situ, a model for working and making art that I now completely take for granted. 

3.  Heading taken from a chapter title from Jane Jacobs’s The Death and Life of Great American Cities, 1961.
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Fig. 5: Photo of the ground floor at the Judd House, 101 Spring Street, SoHo. Judd brought an old 
textile factory and converted it into a studio and living space for his family. On the floor are marks from 

the previous tenants that he chose to keep. This is a row of nails but there are also oil stains and small 
lines of holes in the wood from where the sewing machines were installed. 

Mandla Reuter, an artist who works between Basel and Berlin, often re-conceives and re-
organises gallery entranceways in such a way that this alteration becomes a key part of an 
exhibition. Where there was initially only one main doorway into the Galerie Mezzanin, 
where he installed his exhibition “Slowly And Majestically The Sun Steals Gradually Over 
The Hilltops”, 2009, Reuter worked with the architecture of the building to create three 
different entrances into the exhibition. Reuter used a similar approach for his solo exhibition 
at the Kunsthalle Basel in 2013. Taking the existing architecture of the institution, Reuter 
altered the usual access routes and functions of the available rooms. He split the lower 
galleries into two parts in order to have different rooms that were separate from each other 
and did not share access. The doors to Rooms 4 and 5 were locked. According to the press 
release on the Kunsthalle Basel’s website:

You had to exit the galleries, turn left out of the Kunsthalle’s main entrance, turn left at 
the end of the building, and continue past the Kunsthalle restaurant and inner courtyard 
to the rear entrance, which is the same as the entrance to the Stadtkindo cinema. 
There you have to ring the bell and wait for a member of staff to open the door. Passing 
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through the museum’s administrative offices, you then finally gain access—after a not 
inconsiderable lapse of time—to the last two rooms of the show.4 

To say that the artist created a detour between parts of his exhibition would be true, but also 
insufficient. By overhauling the flow between parts of the building, Reuter conjured up a way 
to give him agency; to ensure he retained control over how his work was viewed. Not only did 
he change entrances and walls, he also altered the lighting—rigging up his own system to 
illuminate the exhibition that would at times leave the viewer in near darkness. 

So Reuter created his own spaces and situations and building-sized environments, all of 
which is exciting and full of possibility. Only he then goes and fills up all the spaces with his 
sculptures. Not so exciting. The sculptures seem dismal compared to the upheaval within the 
building, which is refreshing and artist-empowering. The works within this massive shake up 
of the building are sculptures with the obligatory high-reaching concrete pillars stretching 
the height of a room, boulders and slick installations of photographs. Why do artists always 
have to put their work into spaces? Why can’t a room just be a thing in itself? Not even a 
performance, but more of a situation; a situation with less stuff?

Ceal Floyer became known in the mid-1990s for her ultra-minimal multimedia works 
involving the humblest possible material means: subtle experiments and interventions using 
everyday objects such as cash register receipts, light bulbs, marker pens and a rubbish bag full 
of air. Her practice, which she once described as “manifesting uncertainty in art”5 focuses 
attention on the space allotted to art (usually by ‘filling it up’ with next to nothing), and 
on the interaction between expectations and perception. 6 Her installation at Documenta 
(13) consisted of an empty room; well, empty aside from some speakers that sung out the 

4. Kunsthalle Basel. “Mandla Reuter.” Accessed December 14, 2014. http://www.kunsthallebasel.ch/ausstellungen/
aktuell/123?lang=en.

5.  Eichler, Dominic. “Ceal Floyer.” Frieze Magazine. Accessed May 31, 2014. http://www.frieze.com/issue/review/
ceal_floyer/.

6.  Ibid. 
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words “I’ll just keep on/’til I get it right.” Till I Get It Right (amended), 2005, is a sound piece 
created from the classic song of the same title by Tammy Wynette. Editing out the words 
‘I’ll just keep falling in love”, and looping the remaining ‘I’ll just keep on / ‘til I get it right’ 
in ceaseless repetition, Floyer modified gave the phrase new meaning. There was something 
optimistic yet defeated about the piece; the words sounded defiant while also admitting 
failure. 

It was everything I needed in a work. Subtle, seemingly needing little more than an idea 
to come into existence, a bit of humor, lightness and sadness all at once. Perhaps it helped 
that on my way to see the Floyer work, I saw Ryan Gander’s piece on the ground floor of 
the Fridericianum, which consisted of wind flowing though the rooms on the lower floor 
of the building (I Need Some Meaning I Can Memorise (The Invisible Pull), 2012).7 After the 
absolute surprise I experienced on realising that the breeze that followed me inside was not 
just in my imagination, and feeling delighted that that had happened, discovering the Floyer 
work totally collapsed me.8 The experience of standing in that room, using all of my senses to 
absorb the work, was profound.

It costs you something to do it.

I think about artists’ projects these days, especially installation artists, and how there is 
a danger they could become too reliant on invitations from institutions or galleries. By 
invitations, I mean a chance to do a project, either in a solo or group exhibition, sometimes 
from people you don’t know, and other times invites from on-going conversations that you 
might be having with a curator. Sometimes, it can be the only opportunity for work to be 
made and shown. Studios are too small or non-existent, and the chance to work in larger 
spaces with support and a built-in audience can be enthralling. It’s a seductive model. 

7.  Bakargiev, Carolyn. Documenta (13): Catalog = Katalog. Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, 2012.

8. 
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Most recently, I participated in “The Promise” at the Arnolfini in Bristol. Axel Wieder invited 
me, a curator I have known for around four years. My contributions to “The Promise” were 
four different works located on four different sites located throughout the city of Bristol. To 
start things off, The Arnolfini invited me for a site-visit to look at possible spaces for where 
I would like to work. I then nominated my desired spots, which were an abandoned glass 
factory, a building located at 1 Redcliff Road, a motorway underpass, a small park and a 
bridge. The support team then worked to secure permission, materials, and funding for the 
works. Out of the sites I suggested, they secured permission for all but the glass factory. I 
then traveled to Bristol for one month to create the works. I worked with Jim Addington from 
Bristol Blue Glass who helped me form glass shaped rocks, I worked with Pot Stop, a local 
pottery, to create a new body of ceramic rocks. There were also three abseilers who worked for 
12 hours to install rope at the top of a building, and the technical team at the Arnolfini built 
me a table and helped me mix four tonnes of cement. There is no way on earth I would have 
been able to do any of this on my own. Not the making of the work, and not the installation 
of the work. While I do a lot of production myself, and keep close conversations going if I 
cannot, with short time-frames, foreign countries and small budgets, my level of dependence 
on situations like these increases. 

It’s unlikely that ANY of these works would have been possible had I been operating on my 
own, even to get the permission alone would have been incredibly difficult, if not impossible. 
Working with institutions means that with the bulk power behind them, and the know-how 
to present safe, insured situations, one can have access to a city not often possible on one’s 
own (at least legally). Not to mention that opportunities like this can also be a major source of 
funding for work. Institutions will pay for shipping, production costs and travel, and provide a 
healthy amount of technical support. 

However, what was absolutely crucial about “The Promise” was that all of my works happened 
outside of the gallery, which brings up another tension. First, there is the fear that I will 
become reliant on working with institutions in order to create large, financed works. Secondly, 
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there is the difficulty I feel when the works I make are all shown inside gallery spaces, 
disconnected from an outside environment. 

Over the years, I have developed ways of making that can exist both inside the gallery and 
white walls and outside at the same time. Simply put, I set up works in both these interior 
museum and gallery spaces and low-key outdoor spaces. If my work were to be just me 
installing puddles on sidewalks, without the permission or support of a larger institution, I 
don’t think this would be a very challenging or radical context (or would it?). When asked by 
the City Gallery, Wellington, in 2011, to participate in “Prospect: New Zealand Art Now,” 
I suggested digging up a hole in the main square of Wellington outside the gallery so I could 
create a cement puddle. By doing this, I gained access to a very highly visited spot and in 
this very visible spot, my small, subtle work stood out. I also created some pocket charms 
which consisted of nails, match sticks, coins and pull-tabs from cans—some found, others 
remade and cast in silver that were hidden in the pockets of gallery attendants, who would 
take the work home with them at night. Essentially, this was a project that all participated 
in but dodged the walls and boundaries of the City Gallery and its opening hours. There 
wasn’t the same outdoor commitment as was found in Camping (I flew back to Auckland after 
the installation to sleep in my own apartment), but the puddle survived the duration of the 
exhibition without getting damaged or cleaned up by the city council and the pocket charms 
were mostly successfully lost around the streets and bedrooms of Wellington. 

But, it can be problematic when the invitations stop rolling in. What then? As an artist that 
does a lot of site-installation work, I worry that the reliance on such situations sets me up for a 
big fall when I have that ten-year span where no one wants to work with me. How do you stay 
mobile and working? 

While it is exciting and empowering to be in new places, working with the help and attention 
of others, I also cannot help but think about potential problems surrounding this model. It 
sets up a situation where an artist is dependent on other people and institutions’ invitations 
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to do things. Unless you are happy to remain a private practitioner or to exhibit to just a few 
invited friends then this sort of work is heavily dependent on galleries and institutions. Will 
the artist be twiddling her thumbs waiting for the next chance to exhibit something? Is she 
digging herself (myself) deeper into an unsustainable routine with this model of working? I 
would never want my work’s existence to depend on others’ requests, yet somehow, often, it 
does. Not having a studio-based working method takes a great amount of planning to ensure 
that no one install remains the only time or way a work is exhibited. You can make art without 
being invited if you really want to, but you then may not get the publicity and validation by 
the system that you also probably want. 

Holding onto it only makes you sick.

It feels fresh and amazing to think about Boezem’s work Bed Sheets from the Windows of 
the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. The work was bold, and to me, still appears so. Was 
the work risker back then than if it were to appear in an exhibition today? I would answer 
yes. Currently artists can use any material or situation for the creating of work, and it’s 
generally accepted, if not always understood. If I wanted to make work with songbirds in a 
tree or the muddied water of a puddle, it would be acknowledged and okay to do. Projects 
such as Reuter’s and Rüthemann’s come with a sense of exploration but they also feel quite 
comfortable with themselves. These days’ artworks are often heavily contextualised through 
press releases, supporting texts, talks and a proliferation of online information. The artists 
in 1969 were questioning how a work of art can be made, where a work of art can exist, and 
even whether it needs to exist as a physical object at all. Artists made efforts to scrutinise the 
conditions required to create art: production, presentation and reception. Maybe the self-
assurance that comes from the permission to do just about anything in art gives work an over-
confidence that is detrimental to the work?
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Fig. 6: Sarah Michelson, Devotion Study #1 – The American Dancer, Whitney Biennial 2012.

Don’t be all scared like before

I was in New York City in April 2012 and attended my first ever Whitney Biennial. My 
friends Alicia, Alex and Garth were also around, so we headed uptown together. Alicia has 
a strong interest in performance, and thanks to her we checked out the Sarah Michelson’s 
Devotion Study #1 – The American Dancer that was performed that same day. A rotating 
dance/performance residency took place on the fourth floor throughout the Biennial, and the 
choreographer, British-born, New York City-based Sarah Michelson, was first up.

Entering the fourth floor one could immediately see the architect Marcel Breuer’s blueprints 
for the Whitney building printed across the floor giving an overview of the building the work 
was staged in. On one wall there was an enormous green neon portrait of Sarah Michelson, 
which was reflected in the window overlooking Madison Avenue. After we were seated, the 
sound started. Minimal, it included a metronome ticking through the entire piece. Dancer 
Nicole Mannarino was the first to enter and the last to leave. She wore a blue jumpsuit with 
a deep V from neck to waist and had kimono sleeves. She walked backwards, in a circle, and 
kept this up for the whole time. 

What happened over the next ninety minutes was relentless and severe. Mannarino circled, 
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her arms out straight from her side, head up. Soon it became five figures, circling backwards, 
across the blueprints of the Whitney. The metronome kept ticking, and the dancers kept 
walking backwards in precise circles. There were slight digressions and variations, but their 
arms stayed out, and the rotating continued. Mannarino’s face didn’t give much away. It was 
stoic throughout, but her bodysuit was drenched in sweat. The colour of the sopping wet suit 
changed from bright to dark blue. 

The audience fidgeted, and some people left, distressed or bored by the persistent circling 
that never really climaxed. It was sustained repetition pushed to extreme ends. Michelson has 
written that the piece “risks rejection based on its aesthetics and at its deepest structural core 
denies safety in favor of trying to understand through action.”9 The impetus of the piece lies in 
seeking to fathom a type of knowing-through-feat instead of inhabiting a space of protected 
sense and meaning, with clear significance indicated. 

I was exhausted but invigorated watching the dance. It haunted me and I returned to see it 
several times afterwards, once taking a friend who could not stand it and walked out after 
thirty minutes. During our post-biennial-visit-recap-beer, there was no consensus between 
Alicia, Alex, Garth and myself. The table was divided between thinking the piece was 
something painful and intolerable and thinking it was genius. Perhaps it was genius because it 
sustained itself as painful, repetitive and intolerable? 

Years ago, in 2008 or 2009, I got addicted to a song by the band Spacemen 3. I was working 
at a bar at the time and happened across the song in the bar’s vinyl collection. Henry, the bar’s 
owner, copied the song to a CD for me, perhaps hoping I would not play it so much during my 
shifts. Similar to Devotion Study #1, this song carried on without ever really reaching a point 
where it all finally made sense or climaxed. The throbbing guitar just kept on and on and on. I 
suppose you could say it was meditative, but it was also really active. The music was letting go 

9.  “Joyce Theater Residency Artist: Sarah Michelson.” YouTube. Accessed February 3, 2014. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=n-0kMwgi_O0.
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of something, yet at the same time pinpointing such a precise feeling of the present. 

The dancers in Devotion Study #1 – The American Dancer seemed to suffer, and the 
choreography was punishing. I wonder if the feeling I got from both the song and the 
dance was the same? I had a trance-like sense that transported me into something that felt 
important. Michelson says of the piece that “there’s a confidence… fractals gave me this 
confidence about what I was doing and I could just go deeper into the abyss and commit 
to that.”10 The choreographed forms of backwards circles, ticking and repetition created 
something fundamentally substantial and fragile all at once. The piece contained an 
uncomfortable, extended reach for a vulnerable situation that was so sure of itself, it never 
backed down, and, as she put it, “I think that it’s just further hard work, deep excavation into 
the matter of devotion, the body of the dancer, in the life of the dancer and indeed in my 
life.”11 Seeing Michelson’s work was a profound moment of experiencing contemporary art 
that provided an experience and that did not knock me over the head with a feeling like there 
were answers there but I just was not getting it. It was clever and precise, but general at the 
same time. For me, it comes back to “Casualness: It’s not about what it looks like it’s about 
what it does,” and the words of Jessica Jackson Hutchins: “As an artist, I don’t think you can 
ever afford to be too general. The danger is to not really mean much at all or to fall into being 
overly sentimental. It’s always got to be really specific.”12

I wish I could ask her to perform it again, just for me. Just so I could see it once more. But, 
that is the beauty and the harshness of her piece. I can recall it but nothing more than that. 
There is no documentation of it on the Internet, just reviews. One YouTube clip has a section 

10.  Ibid. 

11.  Chou, Kimberly. “Sarah Michelson’s ‘Devotion’ to Dance.” Wall Street Journal. January 24, 2014. Accessed January 
31, 2014. http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304632204579339683029087804?mg=reno64-
wsj&url=http%3A%2F%2Fonline.wsj.com%2Farticle%2FSB10001424052702304632204579339683029087804.
html.

12.  Horodnor, Stuart. “Jessica Jackson Hutchins.” Bomb. Accessed January 20, 2014. http://bombmagazine.org/
article/3523/.
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of the music, but it is the background sound while the dancers warm up and an interview with 
Sarah over the sounds. 

Here was something that felt personally transformative and completely involved with life 
cycles. I sat there wondering if I could step into the backwards flow of the piece and stay there 
for as long as I could, and if Mannarino was going to collapse from exhaustion. The piece 
was about Michelson pursing a series of movements that she absolutely wanted to undertake. 
As Jay Sanders, the Whitney curator, says of Michelson, “I like artists that I feel make work 
where they can articulate their own frame for what they do.”13 Much like how Reuter rewrote 
the access to his exhibition, bypassing the usual entries and exits of the Basel Kunsthalle, 
Michelson has found a way to retain her own initiative. It is in much the same way that I have 
chances to resist and confirm my on-going interest in forms that have a sense of simplicity 
taken to an almost stubborn state of refusal to compromise, while endeavoring to achieve or 
attain something very focused, or sharp, against a background of generality. 

Fig. 7: Screen shot, YouTube, Sarah Michelson, Devotion Study #1 – The American Dancer.

13.  Ibid.
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List of exhibitions and research outcomes during doctoral candidature 

2010

Curated group exhibition:  
Bas Jan Ader: Suspended between Laughter and Tears (with Bas Jan Ader, Artemio, Rene 
Daalder, Piero Golia, Gonzalo Lebrija, Jed Lind, Martin Kersels, Kate Newby, Thiago Rocha 
Pitta, Fernando Sanchez, Sebastian Stumpf, Diego Teo), Pitzer Art Galleries, Pitzer College, 
Los Angeles, 30 September – 10 December, curated by Pilar Tompkins Rivas. Pilar Tompkins 
Rivas is Director of Residency Programs at 18th Street Arts Center in Santa Monica.  
http://www.pitzer.edu/offices/galleries/exhibitions-past.asp.

Residency:  
Theatre of Erosion or I Hate Work this is not a Play (with Geoffrey Farmer), Banff Centre, 
Banff, 12 November – 10 December. Geoffrey Farmer is an artist based in Vancouver.

2011

Curated solo exhibition:  
I’m just like a pile of leaves, Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki, Auckland, 3 September, 
2011 – 23 March, 2012, curated by Natasha Conland. Natasha Conland is Curator, 
Contemporary Art at the Auckland Art Gallery, Auckland, New Zealand.  
http://www.aucklandartgallery.com/whats-on/events/2011/september/kate-newby-im-just-
like-a-pile-of-leaves/media.
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Art fair:  
Do more with your feeling, SUNDAY Art Fair (Hopkinson Cundy booth), London,  
13 – 16 October. 
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I’ll follow you down the road, Hopkinson Cundy, Auckland, 19 May  – 18 June.  
http://hopkinsonmossman.com/exhibition/?exhibit=I%27ll+follow+you+down+the+road.

Curated group exhibition:  
Prospect: New Zealand Art Now (with Eve Armstrong, Ruth Buchanan, Fiona Connor, 
Simon Denny, Selina Foote, Jacqueline Fraser, Robert Hood, Fiona Jack, Patrick Lundberg/
Roman Mitch, Dane Mitchell, Kate Newby, Ava Seymour, Sriwhana Spong, Peter Trevelyan 
and John Ward Knox), City Gallery, Wellington, 26 November  2011 – 12 February 2012, 
curated by Kate Montgomery, Curator of Contemporary Art at the City Gallery, Wellington. 
http://citygallery.org.nz/exhibitions/prospect-new-zealand-art-now.

Curated group exhibition:  
Melanchotopia (with Michael van den Abeele, Saâdane Afif, Harold Ancart, Danaï 
Anesiadou, Sven Augustijnen, Dirk Bell, Michael Beutler, Guillaume Bijl, Pierre Bismuth, 
Monica Bonvicini, George van Dam, Thea Djordjadze, Jean-Pascal Flavien, Olivier Foulon, 
Murray Gaylard, Filip Gilissen, Adam Gillam, Arnoud Holleman, Peter Hutton, Adrià 
Julià, Leon Kahane, Erik van Lieshout, Minouk Lim, Sarah Morris, Alex Morrison, Kate 
Newby, Ricardo Okaranza, Henrik Plenge Jakobsen, Nina Pohl, Tomo Savić-Gecan, Markus 
Schinwald, Slavs and Tatars, Mårten Spångberg, Tobias Spichtig, Nasrin Tabatabai & Babak 
Afrassiabi, Zin Taylor, Harald Thys & Jos De Gruyter, Octavian Trauttmansdorff, Kostis 
Velonis, Lidwien van de Ven, Peter Wächtler, Lawrence Weiner), Witte de With, Rotterdam, 
3 September – 27 November, curated by Nicolaus Schafhausen and Anne-Claire Schmitz. I 
was commissioned to create new work for this group exhibition by Nicolaus Schafhausen, who 
at the time was the director of the Witte de With in Rotterdam, and Anne-Claire Schmitz 
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who was curator at the Witte de With. It was Schafhausens’ last curated exhibition at the 
Witte de With before he moved to the Kunsthalle Wein to be director. Assistant curators: 
Thomas Cuckle, Amira Gad, Fabian Schoeneich and Sam Sterckx.  
http://www.wdw.nl/event/melanchotopia-en/.

Curated group exhibition:  
Out of a Stone (with Guy Benfield, Kate Newby, Ron Tran, Virginia Overell, Campbell 
Patterson), Banner Repeater, London, 7 – 15 May, group exhibition, curated by Daniel Munn. 
Munn is a freelance curator and writer based in London. http://www.bannerrepeater.org/
project/then?start=16.

Curated group exhibition:  
Bas Jan Ader: Suspendido entre la risa y el llanto (with Artemio, Piero Golia, Martin 
Kersels, Gonzalo Lebrija, Jed Lind, Kate Newby, Thiago Rocha Pitta, Fernando Sánchez, 
Sebastian Stumpf, Diego Teo), Museo de Arte Zapopan, Guadalajara, 3 June – 3 July, curated 
by Pilar Tompkins Rivas. http://mazmuseo.com/?post_causes=suspendido-entre-la-risa-y-el-
llanto-i-bas-jan-ader&lang=en. 

Artist’s book:  
The sky, the wall and a tree, Fiona Connor and Kate Newby, Gambia Castle Press, Los 
Angeles. Edition of 100.

Catalogue:  
I’m just like a pile of leaves, Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki, Auckland, with exhibition 
text by curator Natasha Conland.

Talk:  
Conversation with Natasha Conland for I’m just like a pile of leaves, Auckland Art Gallery. 
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2012

Solo exhibition:  
All parts. All the time., Olive St. Community Garden, Brooklyn (in association with New 
York City Department of Parks & Recreation and International Studio and Curatorial 
Program ISCP), New York, 17 April – 20 June.  
http://www.iscp-nyc.org/events/archive/community/2012/kate-newby-all-parts.
html?searched=Kate+Newby&advsearch=exactphrase&highlight=ajaxSearch_
highlight+ajaxSearch_highlight1.

Award/curated group exhibition:  
The Walters Prize Exhibition (with Alicia Frankovich, Simon Denny, Kate Newby, 
Sriwhana Spong), Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki, Auckland, 4 August – 11 November, 
curated by Natasha Conland, Curator of Contemporary Art at the Auckland Art Gallery. I 
was the recipient of The Walters Prize in 2012 awarded for the installation Crawl out your 
window. The $50,000 Walters Prize is awarded for an outstanding work of contemporary New 
Zealand art produced and exhibited during the past two years. Previous winners were Yvonne 
Todd for Asthma and eczema (2002), et al. for Restricted access (2004), Francis Upritchard 
for Doomed, doomed, all doomed (2006), Peter Robinson for Ack (2008) and Dan Arps for 
Explaining things (2010). 

Curated group exhibition:  
Running on Pebbles: Through Lines with Incidents and Increments (with Wayne Barrar, 
Mark Burrows, Joyce Campbell, Lydia Chai, Xin Cheng, Derrick Cherrie, Kah Bee Chow, 
Eddie Clemens, Eleanor Cooper, Mei Cooper, James Cousins, Lisa Crowley, Paul Cullen, 
Phil Dadson, Kirsten Dryburgh, Finn Ferrier, Alicia Frankovich, Richard Frater, Trenton 
Garratt, Gavin Hipkins, Simon Ingram, Paul Johns, YeJi Kim, Sonya Lacey, Jae Hoon Lee, 
Esther Leigh, Nicholas Mangan, Roman Mitch, Ivan Mršić, Kate Newby, Felix O’Connell, 
Layla Rudneva-McKay, Haru Sameshima, Scott Satherley, Marie Shannon, Jim Speers), 
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Snakepit, Auckland, 17 February – 1 March, curated by Allan Smith. 

Group exhibition:  
Dugout (with Nicola Farquhar, Nicholas Mangan, Kate Newby, Lauren Winstone, Sam 
Rountree Williams), Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland, 5 April – 05 May.  
http://hopkinsonmossman.com/exhibition/?exhibit=Dugout. 

Residency:  
International Studio and Curatorial Program ISCP, Brooklyn, New York,  1 February –  
31 May. http://www.iscp-nyc.org. 

Artist book:  
Fiona Connor and Kate Newby. I went from a 5 to a 7, self-published, Los Angeles, Banff, 
Auckland. Edition of 50.

Talk:  
Conversation with p.mule for Crawl out your window, Auckland Art Gallery, Auckland.

Artist Talk:  
Fogo Island Film House.

Talk:  
Conversation with Natasha Conland for Crawl out your window, Auckland Art Gallery.

Doctoral Research Talk:  
Elam School of Fine Arts, Auckland.
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2013

Curated solo exhibition:  
Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all. La Loge, Brussels, 18 September – 16 November, curated by 
Anne-Claire Schmitz. Anne-Claire is the Director and Curator at La Loge.  
http://www.la-loge.be/project/maybe-i-wont-go-to-sleep-at-all. 

Curated solo exhibition:  
Let the other thing in, Fogo Island Gallery, Newfoundland, 27 June – 8 September, curated 
by Nicolaus Schafhausen. Schafhausen is Strategic Director of Fogo Island Arts and curated 
this project for the inaugural exhibition at the Fogo Island Gallery.   
http://fogoislandarts.ca/news/exhibitions/kate-newby-let-thing/. 

Solo exhibition:  
What a day. Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland, 22 May – 29 June.  
http://hopkinsonmossman.com/exhibition/?exhibit=What+a+day. 

Solo exhibition:  
How funny you are today, New York. Fort Greene Park, Brooklyn (in association with 
New York City Department of Parks & Recreation and International Studio and Curatorial 
Program ISCP), New York, 17 July 2012 – 15 January 2013. 
http://www.nycgovparks.org/parks/fort-greene-park/pressrelease/21088. 

Solo exhibition:  
How funny you are today, New York. Greene Acres Garden, Clinton Hill, Brooklyn,  
2 May – ongoing.

Curated group exhibition:  
Everyone Knows This is Nowhere (with Nick Austin, The Axemen, Paul Bonnet,  
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Jon Bywater, Judy Darragh, Simon Denny, Bill Direen, Paul Elliman, Chris Kraus, Tom Lax, 
Saskia Leek, Julien Laugier, Daniel Malone, Louise Menzies, Kate Newby, Nova Paul, Peter, 
Natalie Robertson, Michael Stevenson, Francis Upritchard & Michelle Wise, Young-Hae 
Chang Heavy Industries, et al.), castillo/corrales, Paris, 8 December  – 26 January, curated by 
Louise Menzies and Jon Bywater. Jonathan Bywater has been Programme Leader of Critical 
Studies at Elam since 2005, he is a critic and theorist of contemporary art and music. Louise 
Menzies is an Auckland-based artist. http://castillocorrales.fr/?p=2536. 

Curated group exhibition:  
because the world is round it turns me on (with Hadley+Maxwell, Dolores Zinny & Juan 
Maidagan, Jason Dodge, Anri Sala Maria Loboda, Marine Hugonnier, Tony Just, Cyrill 
Lachauer), Arratia Beer, Berlin, 14 November, 2012 – 11 January, 2013, curated by Clara 
Meister. Clara Meister is a curator based in Berlin and co-founder and editor of ...ment. She 
was the 2012 curator in residence at MINI/Goethe-Institute Curatorial Residencies Ludlow 
38 in New York. http://www.arratiabeer.com/index.php?template=show&id=BTWIR. 

Curated group exhibition:  
The things we know (with Mathieu K. Abonnenc, Andreas Bunte, Fiona Connor, Camille 
Henrot, Channa Horwitz, Sam Lewitt, Maria Loboda, Kate Newby, Benjamin Tiven, 
Vincent Vulsma), Henningsen Gallery, Copenhagen, 11 October – 9 November, curated by 
Tim Saltarelli. Saltarelli is a New York-based curator and writer and was curatorial advisor to 
the Frame section of the Frieze Art Fair in both London and New York.

Art fair:  
Liste Art Fair, Basel (with Milli Jannides, Ruth Buchanan), Hopkinson Mossman booth,  
12 – 17 June.

Curated group exhibition:  
Third/Fourth Artist Facilitated Biennial (with Dan Arps, Sean Bailey, Olivia Barrett, 
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Matthew Benjamin, Jon Campbell, Trevelyan Clay, Fiona Connor and Michala Paludan, 
James Deutsher, DoubleFly, George Egerton Warburton, Endless Lonely Planet, ffiXXed, 
Alicia Frankovich, Justin K Fuller, Marco Fusinato, Greatest Hits, Ardi Gunawan, Hao Guo, 
Christopher L G Hill, Matt Hinkley, David Homewood, Matthew Hopkins, Lou Hubbard, 
Renee Jaeger, Helen Johnson, Kenneth Biennale (curated by Kenny Pittock and Amy May 
Stuart: Chris Clarke, Christo Crocker, Christina Hayes, Chris L G Hill, Christine Pittock, 
Christopher Sciuto), Legendary Hearts (Kieran Hegarty and Andrew Cowie), S.T. Lore, 
Patrick Lundberg, Carrie McGrath, Rob McKenzie, Taree McKenzie, Nick Mangan, Gian 
Manik, Kate Meakin, Adelle Mills, Tahi Moore, Kate Newby, Elizabeth Newman, Virginia 
Overell, Sean Peoples, Joshua Petherick, Kain Picken, Lisa Radford and Sam George, Nick 
Selenitsch, Kate Smith, Studio Masatotectures, Sydney (Esther Edquist), Masato Takasaka 
and Madeline Kidd, Ben Tankard, Alex Vivian, Nicki Wynnychuk, y3k), Margaret Lawrence 
Gallery, Melbourne, 31 May – 23 June, curated by Christopher L G Hill. Christopher L G 
Hill is an artist based in Melbourne. http://vca-mcm.unimelb.edu.au/events?id=510. 

Curated group exhibition:  
Between being and doing (with Joshua Petherick, Kate Newby, Sriwhana Spong, Alex 
Vivian), Utopian Slumps, Melbourne, 27 July – 17 August, curated by Brooke Babington, an 
artist and curator based in Melbourne. http://utopianslumps.com/exhibition/between-being-
and-doing/. 

Catalogue:  
Kate Newby, Let the other thing in, Fogo Island Arts and Sternberg Press, Berlin, 2013. 
Edited by Rosemary Heather, Nicolaus Schafhausen. Contributions by Paul Dean, Jennifer 
Kabat, Mami Kataoka, Kate Newby, Daniel Wong. Co-published with Fogo Island Arts, 
this catalogue accompanies Newby’s exhibition at the Fogo Island Gallery on Fogo Island, off 
the northeastern coast of Newfoundland in Canada. The publication features an interview by 
Mami Kataoka, an essay by Jennifer Kabat, and a conversation between Newby, geologist Paul 
Dean, and strategist Daniel Wong, as well as the artist’s “Skim Stone Pictures,” a photo series 
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of people skimming her ceramic stones into various bodies of water. http://www.sternberg-
press.com/index.php?pageId=1454&l=en&bookId=348&sort=year%20DESC,month%20
DESC. 

Residency:  
Fogo Island Arts Corporation Residency, Newfoundland, 1 October – 31 March 2013.  
http://fogoislandarts.ca/programs/residencies/artists-residence/.

Talk:  
Conversation with Laura Preston for Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all. La Loge, Brussels.

2014

Curated solo exhibition:  
I feel like a truck on a wet highway, Lulu, Mexico City, 2 August – 5 October, curated by 
Chris Sharp. Chris Sharp is a writer and independent curator currently based in Mexico City. 
He is the editor-at-large of Kaleidoscope magazine, a contributing editor of Art Review, and his 
writing has appeared in many magazines and on-line publications including Fillip, Afterall, 
Mousse, Metropolis M, Camera Austria, Art Press, Art-Agenda and Artforum.com, among others. 
Lulu is an independent, Mexico City-based project space founded and run by artist Martin 
Soto Climent and Chris Sharp. http://luludf.tumblr.com. 

Curated group exhibition:  
The Promise (with Abraham Cruzvillegas, Assemble, Charlotte Moth, Gabriel Lester, 
Isa Genzken, Jennifer Kabat, Jeremiah Day, John Miller, Jonathan Mosley, Josef Strau, 
Judith Hopf, Kate Newby, Lost Property, Marcel Breuer, Oscar Tuazon, Sophie Warren, 
Stephen Willats, Studio Manuel Raeder, muf), Arnolfini Center of Contemporary Arts, 
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Bristol, 19 July – 9 November, curated by Axel Wieder. Axel Wieder is a curator and writer 
from Germany. Most recently, he has been Curator of Exhibitions at Arnolfini Center of 
Contemporary Arts in Bristol since 2012, and Head of Programme since 2014. Axel Wieder’s 
work has frequently focused on the history and theory of exhibitions, architecture and social 
space, and issues of political representation. http://www.arnolfini.org.uk/whatson/the-
promise. 

Curated group exhibition:  
Lovers (with Kevin Appel, Martin Basher, Whitney Bedford, Tamar Halpern, Amy 
Howden-Chapman, Kate Newby, Peter Nicholls, Brie Ruais, Layla Rudneva-Mackay, David 
Scanavino, Gordon Walters), Starkwhite, Auckland, 6 February – 6 March, curated by 
Martin Basher. Martin Basher is an artist based in Brooklyn, NY.  
http://www.starkwhite.co.nz/exhibitions/lovers.aspx. 

Curated group exhibition:  
Thin Air (with Hannah Lees, Marlie Mul, Noriko Nakamura, Kate Newby, Virginia 
Overell), Slopes, Melbourne, 5 February – 1 March, curated by Brooke Babington. 
http://slopesprojects.org/?page_id=73. 

Group exhibition:  
Portmanteaux (with Bill Culbert, Kate Newby, Mateo Tannatt, Nick Austin, Pip Culbert), 
Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland, 13 Mar – 5 April.  
http://hopkinsonmossman.com/exhibition/?exhibit=Portmanteaux. 

Curated group exhibition:  
Slip Cast (with Tony Bond, Madeline Child, Paerau Corneal and Louise Potiki Bryant, 
Jim Cooper, Bruce Denhert, Mel Ford, Kate Fitzharris, Lee Houlihan, Tessa Laird, Cheryl 
Lucas, Paul Maseyk, Kate Newby, Richard Orjis, Suji Park, John Paxie, Robert Rapson, 
John Roy, Rick Rudd, Richard Stratton, Isobel Thom, Francis Upritchard, Adam Willets, 
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Lauren Winstone, Erica van Zon), Dowse Museum, Lower Hutt, 15 February – 2 June. This 
exhibition was curated by Dowse Art Museum Senior Curator Emma Bugden  
http://dowse.org.nz/news/media-releases/2014/major-ceramics-survey-to-feature-at-the-
dowse-for. 

Group exhibition:  
Mud and Water (with Bernard Leach, Chris Prindl, Clive Bowen, Edwin Beer Fishley, 
Gideon Rubin, Jack Bridley, Jane Bustin, Janet Leach, Jesse Wine, Jessica Jackson Hutchins, 
Kate Newby, Michael Cardew, Mizuyo Yamashita, Nicola Tassie, Rokeby, Tea Bowl, The 
Granchester Pottery), Rokeby, London, 16 December 2013 – 7 March 2014, curated by 
Beth Greenacre. Beth Greenacre is Director of Rokeby, London. Rokeby is an independent 
commercial gallery focused on contemporary art, was launched in April 2005 by Beth and Ed 
Greenacre. http://www.rokebygallery.com/exhibitions/mud-and-water. 

Group exhibition:  
On the Blue Shore of Silence (with John Baldessari, Muartin Basher, Colby Bird, Barbara 
Bloom, Carol Bove, Jonathan Brand, Matthew Brannon, Ernst Caramelle, Ana Cardoso, Vija 
Celmins, Nicole Cherubini, Anne Chu, James Collins, Alika Cooper, Will Cotton, Anna 
Craycroft, Wim Delvoye, Steve Di Benedetto, Mark Dion, Richard Dupont, Keith Edmier, 
Michelle Elzay, Ian Hamilton Finlay, Joe Fyfe, Simryn Gill, Paul Heyer, Noritoshi Hirakawa, 
Veronika Holcova, Kyung Jeon, Michael Joo, Jon Kessler, Win Knowlton, Ivo Kocherscheidt, 
Kinke Kooi, T. Kelly Mason, Jessica Mein, Domingo Millella, Alyssa Pheobus Mumtaz, 
Murad Khan Mumtaz, Kate Newby, Tim Nickodemus, Rachel Niffenegger, Jennifer Nocon, 
Adam Putnam, Alexis Rockman, Alexander Ross, Mika Rottenberg, Brie Ruais, Dana 
Sherwood, Gibb Slife, Pat Steir, Tavares Strachan, Diana Thater, Rirkrit Tiravanija, Morgane 
Tschiember, Sandra Vasquez de la Horra, Marko Velk, Stas Volovik, Lawrence Weiner, Robin 
Winters),Tracy Williams, New York, 26 June – 3 September.  
http://www.tracywilliamsltd.com/archive.html. 
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Solo exhibition:  
Tiny-but-adventurous, Rokeby, London, 16 October – 12 December.  
http://www.rokebygallery.com/exhibitions/kate-newby. 

Book:  
Incredible feeling, Clouds Publishing and Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland, 2014. Incredible 
feeling is both a survey of recent work and an artist’s book. The publication features essays by 
Chris Kraus, Tahi Moore and Sarah Hopkinson, and includes four new photographic essays; 
“Portraits,” “Sidewalks and Puddles,” “Rocks” and “Skim Stones.” Texts by Sarah Hopkinson, 
Chris Kraus, and Tahi Moore. Incredible Feeling addresses a full range of recent projects 
including: Let the other thing in, Fogo Island Gallery, Newfoundland, 2013; Maybe I won’t 
go to sleep at all. La Loge, Brussels, 2013; Walks with Men, City Gallery, Wellington, 2011; 
I’m just like a pile of leaves, Auckland Art Gallery, Auckland, 2011; All parts. All the time. 
Brooklyn, 2011; Do more with your feeling, Witte de With, Rotterdam, 2011; and Crawl 
out your window, GAK, Bremen, 2010.  
http://www.clouds.co.nz/kate-newby-incredible-feeling/. 

Talk:  
Conversation about Fogo Island with Nicolaus Schafhausen, Govett-Brewster Art Gallery, 
New Plymouth.

Artist Talk:  
Elam School of Fine Arts, Auckland University.

Talk:  
Discussion with Nicolaus Schafhausen, Zin Taylor, and Mark Clintberg about residencies and 
our time spent on Fogo Island, Toronto.
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Selected critical reviews and articles 

2010

Allan Smith, “Know how can do: E, F, G, K – busy with the elephant; or, Calculate, evaluate, 
improvise: Eve Armstrong; Fiona Connor; Gaelen MacDonald; Kate Newby,” in Natural 
Selection, issue 7, winter 2010. (article)

Harold Grieves, “I’m so Ready – Kate Newby’s open,” Un Magazine, issue 4.2, summer 2010. 
(article)

2011

Natasha Conland, “I’m just like a pile of leaves,” Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki, 
Auckland. (catalogue essay) 

Mark Amery, “City Gallery’s Latest is all About Space,” The Dominion Post, 8 December, 
2011. (review)

John Hurrell, “I’ll follow you down the road,” Eye Contact, 5, June, 2011. (review) 
http://eyecontactsite.com/2011/06/newby-at-hopkinson-cundy.

Anthony Byrd, “Prospect: New Zealand Art Now,” Artforum (print), May 2012. (review) 
http://artforum.com/inprint/issue=201205&id=30876.
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Megan Dunn, “Prospect Goes Cerebral,” Eye Contact, 16 December, 2011. (review)  
http://eyecontactsite.com/2011/12/cerebral-prospect.

Sue Gardiner, “Aspiring to the Condition of Architecture,” Art News, Spring 2011. (article) 

2012

Julia Waite, “If not Concrete then what? Kate Newby’s ‘I’m just like a pile of leaves’ Archive,” 
Reading Room 5. (article) 

Sam Eichblatt, “Occupy Brooklyn,” Metro Magazine, issue 363, 25 May, 2012. (article)  
http://sameichblatt.com/2012/05/25/kate-newby-occupying-brooklyn/.

John Hurrell, “The Walters Prize Winner for 2012,” Eye Contact, 20 October, 2012 (review) 
http://eyecontactsite.com/2012/10/the-walters-prize-winner-for.

2013

Mami Kataoka, “I like works when their condition as art is unclear,” in Kate Newby: Let the 
other thing in, Sternberg Press, Berlin, 2013. (interview)

Jennifer Kabat, “It’s the Small, Often Vague Things,” in Kate Newby: Let the other thing in, 
Sternberg Press, Berlin, 2013. (essay)

Paul Dean, “Tell me about how your art gets destroyed,” in Kate Newby: Let the other thing in, 
Sternberg Press, Berlin, 2013. (interview)
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Kay Burns, “Kate Newby: ‘Let the other thing in,’ Fogo Island Gallery,” C Magazine, issue 
120. (review) 

John Hurrell, “Kate Newby Installation “What a day.” Eye Contact, 10 June, 2013. (review) 
http://eyecontactsite.com/2013/06/newby-installation.

2014

Jennifer Kabat, “Kate Newby: the Art of Tiny Revelations,” Frieze Magazine, February 2014. 
(article) http://www.frieze.com/issue/article/in-focus-kate-newby/.

Leslie Moody Castro, “Kate Newby: Lulu,” Artforum (online), August 2014. (review)

Sarah Hopkinson, “Kate Newby’s Outside,” in Kate Newby: Incredible Feeling, Clouds 
Publishing, Auckland. (essay)

Chris Kraus, “Kate Newby’s Bones,” in Kate Newby: Incredible Feeling, Clouds Publishing, 
Auckland. (essay)

John Hurrell, “Five Person Show at Hopkinson Mossman,” Eye Contact, 4 April, 2014. 
(review) http://eyecontactsite.com/2014/04/five-person-show-at-hopkinson-mossman.

Matthew Hanson, “Newby in Mexico City,” Eye Contact, 12 September, 2014. (review)  
http://eyecontactsite.com/2014/09/newby-in-mexico-city.

Daniel Munn, “Belgium Rocks: Kate Newby’s Residency in Belgium,” Art New Zealand, 
Number 149, Autumn 2014. (review) 
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Jennifer Kabat, “The Small Often Vague Things – Kate Newby’s Radically Slight Art,”  
The Weeklings, 12 June, 2014. (article)  
http://www.theweeklings.com/jkabat/2014/06/12/the-small-often-vague-things/.
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Exhibition documentation
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1. 
I’m just like a pile of leaves 
Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki, Auckland 
3 September, 2011 – 23 March, 2012 
(Solo exhibition)

Materials:  
rope, cement, oxide, cinder block wall,  
ceramic rocks and found pieces. 

This project was commissioned for the re-opening of the Auckland 
Gallery. My intention was to form a collaboration with the building itself, 
as well as the Oak tree that hung  
above the terrace. 

This project also included a sound work by Paul Elliman.  
The sound was of crickets and the piece operated on a sensor which was 
activated when a person walked near to the speaker.

Photographer: Alex North 
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2. 
Melanchotopia 
Witte de With, Rotterdam 
3 September – 27 November, 2011 
(Group exhibition)

Do more with your feeling.  

Outside: 
boulders, rope, cement, silver and ceramic stones, and poster.

Inside: 
carpet, coffee stain, lipstick stain, painted mural. 

The location of this project was a school. The building hosted the KBS Willibrord 
School and the Jan Prins School. In locations outside the main building I installed 
two locally sourced boulders and cemented these to the ground. Around the 
boulders I tied rope that extended itself up to the top of the building. After less 
than a week, the work was taken down because of complaints from some of the 
parents. For the remaining three-months of the exhibition the rope remained 
stationary, wrapped up around the boulders.  
The interior courtyard functioned as a shared space for both schools, a meeting 
room for parents and children and as a theater. Everything that related to the 
Willibrord School was in blue (reception, staircase, rooms), and everything 
organised by the Jan Prins School was in orange. Inside this inner reception and 
courtyard space, I installed some beige carpet that acted as an in-between and 
unclaimed area. I also painted a mural that was painted from the upstairs outside 
courtyard but was able to be read from the inside interior courtyard. 

Photographer: Steffen Jagenburg
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3. 
All parts. All the time. 
Olive St. Community Garden and Cooper 
Park, Brooklyn (in association with 
New York City Department of Parks & 
Recreation and International Studio and 
Curatorial Program ISCP), New York 
17 April – 20 June, 2012 
(Solo exhibition)

Olive St. Community Garden: 
stoneware wind chime, porcelain wind chime, rock seat made 
from cement, oxide and boulders.

Cooper Park:  
a puddle made from mortar, oxide, ceramic rocks, silver and 
bronze cast objects.

The project consisted of two sites very close to each other in 
Brooklyn. Olive St. Community Garden is two blocks from 
Cooper Park. The rock seat in Olive St. Community Garden was 
created from rocks and stones found onsite. The puddle in Cooper 
Park was made in the hollow of the ground where a puddle was 
often formed when it rained. The project was supported by a 
photocopied map.
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4. 
How funny you are today, New York.  
Fort Greene Park, Brooklyn (in association 
with New York City Department of Parks & 
Recreation and International Studio  
and Curatorial Program ISCP), New York 
17 July, 2012 – 15 January, 2013 
(Solo exhibition)

Materials:  
rocks, crystals, ceramic rocks, oxide, mortar.

Beside an existing large, painted grey boulder in Fort Greene Park, 
I installed two further rock seats or climbing structures. There were 
temporary structures, able to withstand the demands of the park as well 
as serve as a functional spot to sit.
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5. 
The Walters Prize Exhibition 
Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki, Auckland 
4 August – 11 November, 2012 
(Group exhibition)

Crawl out your window 

Inside:  
cement, cement paint, yellow paint, cotton.

Foyer:  
carpet, chalk.

Outside:  
two small painted rocks and one large painted orange boulder. 

When re-creating this exhibition I took the core elements from the initial exhibition in 
Bremen and adapted them to the features of the Auckland Art Gallery. I was able to utilise 
light coming in through the wooden sky light as well as the glass exit corridor. The cement 
ramp was created in such a way that the viewer had to step directly onto the cement surface 
to then navigate themselves through the yellow corridor and towards the outside terrace. 
The fabric curtain was washed in the waves at Bethells Beach, and then left on my mother’s 
lawn for two weeks collecting rain and grass stains. Outside, in Albert Park, I painted one 
large boulder orange and placed it there without permission. This work remained there for 
eight weeks before it was removed.

Photographer: Alex North
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6. 
What a day. 
Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland 
22 May – 29 June, 2012 
(Solo exhibition)

Materials:  
wooden pine platform, wind chime (set of 22 ceramic sticks made 
from stoneware, porcelain, terracotta, glaze) 8 ceramic bells 
(stoneware, porcelain, terracotta glaze). 

Quilts  
(made in collaboration with Linda Osmond, Fogo Island):

1.  
Silk dyed in Fogo Island tap water, backed with flannel sheeting,  
hand-stitched trim 2300 x 2000mm.

2.  
Cotton and wool dyed with turmeric, red and white onion peels, 
Partridgeberries, spinach, backed with flannel sheeting, hand-
stitched trim 2300 x 2000mm.

3.  
Quilted t-shirts, tea towels, bed sheet, scarf, bandana, dish rag, 
pillowcases, hand towel, backed with flannel sheeting, hand-stitched 
trim 2300 x 2000mm.

Using the interior periphery of all available space within the gallery, 
I installed ceramic bells in the hallway, three quilts and with two 
matts (made out of old t-shirts knitted together) laid flat on the 
platform, and a wind chime installed in front of the office windows. 

Photographer: Alex North
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7. 
Let the other thing in 
Fogo Island Gallery, Newfoundland 
27 June – 8 September, 2012 
(Solo exhibition)

Gallery: 
door, carpet, platform made  
from recycled timbers, ceramic sticks and rocks.

Outside: 
wind chime.

This was the inaugural exhibition for the Fogo Island Gallery. I exhibited work 
made during my six-month residency on Fogo Island. Taking as a starting point 
Fogo Island geology along with the names of the local stores, which were almost 
exclusively names of females (“Pat’s,” “Nicole’s,” “Tina’s”), I mapped out a series 
of ceramic rocks that reflected my observations of Fogo Island. I also replaced a 
fire exit door with a door that had windows inserted into it. This door faced back 
toward the island so that viewers were able to enter the gallery through the main 
entrance but leave through a different exit. 

Nearby to the gallery, on the property of Linda and Winston Osmond,  
I installed a ceramic wind chime in an alcove. After experimenting with several 
different sites (each destroyed the works because of the intensely strong wind), 
I installed the work between two trees. This site was directly next to a road and 
visible to those passing by. 

Photographer: Guy l ’Heureux
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8. 
Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all. 
La Loge, Brussels 
18 September – 16 November, 2013 
(Solo exhibition)

Foyer: 
cement, oxide, posters. 

Temple: 
cotton, silk, colour pigment. 

Basement: 
ceramic rocks, labels, tables, fuchsia paint. 

Second floor: 
carpet, chalk, posters.

Third floor: 
ceramic wind chime, rope, silver cast objects, found items. 

Outside: 
flag, silver cast objects, found items. 

The majority of pieces in this exhibition were made in the 
building over the summer break of the gallery. The cotton 
used for the fabric ceiling was tied to the roof and collected 
marks from rainstorms and the roof itself. The ceramic 
pieces were all made inside the building; I embedded the 
textures of the balcony, brick walls, and floor.

Photographer: Isabelle Arthuis
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9. 
The Promise 
Arnolfini Center of Contemporary Arts, Bristol 
19 July – 9 November, 2014 
(Group exhibition)

Redcliffe Way Bridge 
Materials: glass, stoneware, terracotta, labels, table. 
In the control room on Redcliffe Way Bridge, I installed sets of ceramic and glass stones. 
Each set was labeled with phrases taken from the comment book inside St Mary Redcliffe 
Parish Church, as well as a YouTube clip of someone impersonating a Bristolian accent.  I 
created the ceramic rocks at a local pottery called Pot Stop. I collected local red sandstone 
and embedded this into the clay itself before firing it. I also worked with a local glass 
factory, Bristol Blue Glass, to create glass-shaped rocks.  

Small plot of land on the corner of Redliffe Way/Welshback Road  
Materials: cement, oxide, wood.  
The base of a large Plane tree was surrounded in a hill-shaped concrete form, embedded 
with hand and foot prints – residue marks created in the making of it. This work was 
installed on a site unable to be redeveloped due to the presence of the tree. 

One Redcliffe Street 
Materials: rope. 
On the top level of this building there was an interlaced red rope winding itself through the 
arches of the building so that it appears like a drawing on the facade of the building. 

Brunel Way Underpass. 
Materials: fuchsia paint.  
The greeting ‘Oh hi’ was painted on the existing rocks covering the  
side of the pedestrian walkway on the underpass.
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10. 
I feel like a truck on a wet highway 
Lulu, Mexico City 
2 August – 5 October, 2014 
(Solo exhibition)

Sidewalk: 
cement, red pigment, silver and bronze cast objects, ceramics 
rocks (high fired porcelain, stoneware, glaze).

Front courtyard: 
string, thread, silver bells.

Gallery: 
string, thread, ceramic wind chimes (high fired porcelain, 
stoneware, glaze), blue paint.

Back courtyard: 
ceramic rocks (high fired porcelain, stoneware, glaze).

The gallery of Lulu is a white cube created inside an apartment 
in Mexico City. With this project, I traced out usually unused 
spaces around the gallery. For example, the backyard space 
was filled with trash. As a part of this work I cleared absolutely 
everything out and installed five large cement rocks along the 
ledges that were reachable. I also made a cement puddle out the 
front of the space. My project was during the rainy season and I 
wanted to create a work that responded to this 

White thread circled through the gallery, the door into the 
bedroom, and then tied onto itself and extended up to the 
neighbor’s rooftop. Both the silver bells and the wind chime 
hung off this one piece of tread. 

Photographer: Issac Contreras
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